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ABSTRACTS 
In 1980 N.Hitchin and S.Kobayashi made independently the conjecture on the 
existence of an Einstein-Hermitian metric on a stable vector bundle. 
Preliminary results were obtained by M.Lubke and S.Kobayashi. The existence 
proof for bundles over algebraic surfaces was first given by S.K.Donaldson. 
Later, K.K.Uhlenbeck and S.T.Yau proved the result for vector bundles over 
arbitrary compact Kahler manifolds. 
This thesis presents Donaldson's proof of the general result for bundles over 
projective algebraic manifolds, which extends some of the techniques in his 
first proof for the case of an algebraic surface. For completeness, chapters 
discussing the notions of Einstein-Hermitian bundles and stable vector 
bundles are included. 
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In 1965 M.S.Narasimhan and C.S.Seshadri [20] proved a theorem which 
identified the stable bundles over an algebraic curve with the irreducible, 
projectively flat unitary connections. The proper generalization of this to 
higher dimensions was suggested independently by N.Hitchin [10] and 
S.Kobayashi [13] in 1980: On any Kahler manifold, there is an algebraic 
"trace" operator A mapping bundle-valued (1,1) - forms to bundle 
endomorphisms, they conjectured that the stability of a bundle should be 
related to the existence of a compatible unitary connection whose curvature F 
satisfies AF = XI for some constant scalar X. We call these Einstein-
Hermitian connections. 
S.Kobayashi [14] and, separately, M.Lubke [17] had shown in 1982 that any 
holomorphic bundle which admits an irreducible Einstein-Hermitian connection 
is stable. In 1985, by studying a gradient flow equation, S.K.Donaldson [6] 
gave a proof for the existence of an Einstein-Hermitian connection on stable 
vector bundle over an algebraic surface. The general existence proof for 
vector bundles over arbitrary compact Kahler manifolds was given by 
K.Uhlenbeck and S.T.Yau [23], employing a more direct continuity method, in 
1986. 
In this thesis we present the proof of the general result for bundles over 
projective algebraic manifolds given by S.K.Donaldson [7] in 1987, which 
extends some of the techniques in his first proof [6] for the case of an 
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algebraic surface. This proof works with a priori estimates to control the 
gradient flow in the stable case, using induction on the dimension of the 
base manifold, an integral formula to pass down to a general hypersurface and 七： 
the "restriction theorem" of V.B.Mehta and A.Ramanathan [19]. We also present 
the more analytic proof, by S.K.Donaldson [5], of the theorem by 
M.S.Narasimhan and C.S.Seshadri mentioned above which serves as the starting 
point of the induction argument. For completeness, chapters discussing the 
notions of Einstein-Hermitian bundles and stable bundles are included. 
Though achieving less than that of Uhlenbeck and Yau in [23], Donaldson's 
approach is more elegant and uses only elemetary analysis. Also, the global 
functionals introduced in the argument fit into a circle of ideas introduced 
by M.Atiyah, D.G.QuiUen, D.B.Ray and I.M.Singer which exhibits the intrinsic 
geometry associated to the differential equations (see Donaldson [7]). 
The result we study here is significant because it provides a route from 
differential to algebraic geometry and is an important ingredient in the 
celebrated theory of differential structures on four-manifolds developed by 
S.K.Donaldson in the 1980,s (see Donaldson [8]). 
This thesis is arranged as follows. 
Chapter 1 provides the background material and preliminary results on 
Einstein-Hermitian vector bundles. 
The main result of chapter 2 is the stability of indecomposable Einstein-
Hermitian vector bundles. In order to discuss stable vector bundles, the 
concept of coherent analytic sheaves is introduced. 
2 
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In chapter 3，we follow Donaldson [5] and give a proof of the existence of 
Einstein-Hermitian connection on stable vector bundle over a compact Riemann 
2 A 
surface. It relies on Uhlenbeck,s result on the weak compactness of L^ 
connections with L^ bound on curvatures. A sketch of the proof of this result 
can be found in the appendix. 
In the last chapter we present Donaldson's proof of the general result on 
n 
projective algebraic manifolds. We follow the adaptation by Siu [21] which 





Einstein-Hermitian Vector Bundles 
In this chapter, we provide the background materials on Einstein-Hermitian 
vector bundles, 
1.1 Preliminaries on Einstein-Hermitian structures 
(1.1.1) First we recall some Hermitian differential geometry (see Wells 
[24]). Let (E,H) denotes a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle of rank r, 
over a Hermitian manifold (M,g) of complex dimension n. 
Let D;T(E) >T(T、M)(8>E) be the Hermitian connection, which is the unique 
connection characterized by: 
1) d(H{s,t)) 二 H(Ds,t) + H(s,Dt) and 
2) D"S = AS where D" denotes the (0,1) component of D. 
With respect to a local holomorphic frame field (ei”",er) for E and a local 
coordinate system (zi,“”zn) of M, we write : 
g = [ gjE dzj ® d R ， 
0) = i J； gjg d z j A d z k ， 
= (g 诉） ， 
Hpa = H(epe^) ， 
Then D = d + A , where A =(aH)H"^ is the connection matrix consisting of the 
(1,0)-forms A^ = (dHa〒)H戸〒.The curvature of the Hermitian connection F = 
dA - AAA = dA is a section of A^'V(M)<8>End(E). 
We define the contraction operator 
A : V(M)0End(E)) >T(End(E)) as follows: 
ft — 
If G G T(A^'V(M)(8.End(E)) is represented locally by G G^.^dz^ A d^k ) , 
then AG = (I • 
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(1.1.2) Definition 
A holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle (E,H) of rank r over a Hermitian 
manifold (M,g) of dimension n is said to satisfy the weak Einstein condition 
(with factor (p) if AF = IE (i.e. I g^® F•诉=(p ) 
where 9 is a global real function on M. 
If (p = X is a real constant (i.e., [ g^^ fP,^ -  \ ), then we say that 
(E，H) satisfies the Einstein condition and it is an Einstein-Hermitian vector 
bundle over (M,g). We also say that the Hermitian metric H is an Einstein-
Hermitian metric, and the corresponding Hermitian connection an Einstein-
Hermitian connection. 
Remark: 1) In Kobayashi [16], AF is called the mean curvature of (E,H). 
2) When (M,g) is compact Kahler, Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle is also 
known as Hermitian-Yang-Mills vector bundle in Uhlenbeck-Yau,s terminology 
[22]. The corresponding Hermitian connection A is then a Hermitian-Yang-Mills 
connection. 
(1.1.3) Proposition 
1) Every Hermitian line bundle (E,H) over a complex manifold M satisfies the 
weak Einstein condition, with respect to any Hermitian metric g on M. 
2) If (E，H) over (M,g) satisfies the (weak) Einstein condition with factor <p, 
then the dual bundle (E*,H” satisfies the (weak) Einstein condition with 
factor 一 (p . 
3) If (El,Hi) and (E2,H2) over (M,g) satisfy the (weak) Einstein condition 
with factor cp^  and (p2 respectively, then their tensor product (E^® EzjHi® H?) 
satisfies the (weak) Einstein condition with factor (pi+(p2 • 
4) The Whitney sum (E^e E2,Hie H2) satisfies the (weak) Einstein condition 
with factor <p iff both summand (Ei，Hi) and (E?,!!?) satisfy the (weak) 
Einstein condition with factor (p • 
5 
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Proof: 1) W.r.t. a local unitary frame field {e^} for (E,H) and 
unitary coframe {zj} for (M,g), AF = J] : I F^j 
is a global real valued function on M. 
2) F,. = -Fe = (- E 幼 么 
Hence, AF,. =(- S g评 
= ( 1 )i幼,P么 
=_<p IE* • 
3) FEI郝2 = Iei® FE2 + IE2 
Hence, AFG^^G^ : AFE? AFE^ \ 
=<P2 Iei®E2 + 识 1 IEI®E2 
= • 
4) Fei細2 = F E， 
AFei邮2 :八F E I ® 
Also, (p lE^eE2 =中(Iei® Ie2) 
h e n c e , 八 ？ ^ 丄 邮 之 ： 中 工 足 丄 軸 之 中 工 ^ 严 ！ ^ ! 八 ？ ^ 之 二 识 I E ? •画 
(1.1.4) Corollary 
If (E,H) over (M,g) satisfies the (weak) Einstein condition with factor (p, 
then 1) The tensor bundle E^^E*"^ with the induced Hermitian structure 
satisfies the (weak) Einstein condition with factor (p-q)(p • 
2) A^E with the induced Hermitian structure satisfies the (weak) 
Einstein condition with factor p<p • 
(1.1.5) Proposition 
If (E,H) over (M,g) satisfies the (weak) Einstein condition with factor (p and 
if M is compact, then 
、Ci(E,H)A(on-i 二 cp 
^M M 
» 
where Ci(E,H)=六 Tr(F) is the first Chern form of (E,H). 
Proof: We claim that in general 2njr Ci(E，H)AO)"™-I = (TrAF) o)" • 
6 
Then, 27rCi(E,H)A(o"-i : {Tr(plE)a)^  = rtpbjP by assumption 
and the result follows by integration. 
Proof of claim: Recall (O = i J] g^^dz^Adz^ • 、 
wn = n (i)n detg dziAdziA—Adz^Adz*^ , where g = (gjE)i幻,匕n • 
(on-l {-ly^^det g(jlk) , 
where (-1 产 d e t g{j|k) is the (j,k)-cofactor of g . 
Hence, Tr(AF)(0'^ = n (i)" ^  ^ajR detg dziAdiiA...Adz"Adz" 
= n � n I F&r(-l)j+kdet g(jlk) dziAdziA...Adz^Adz« 
= 2 n n Ci(E，H)Awn-i , 
since gjR detg = (-l)^'^det g(jlk) • • 
( W e remark that the computation can be somewhat simplified by using an 
unitary coframe s.t. (o = i Z dz^Adz^ as in Kobayashi [16].) 
1.2 Conformal invariance 
In the later chapters we will focus on compact Kahler manifolds (in 
particular projective algebraic manifolds). The following proposition shows 
that over a compact Kahler manifold, weak Einstein condition and Einstein 
condition are essentially the same. 
(1.2.1) Proposition 
If an Hermitian vector bundle (E’H) over a compact Kahler manifold (M,g) 
satisfies the weak Einstein condition with factor (p, then there is a 
conformal change H ——> H, = pH, where p is a positive function on M , such 
that (E，H,) satisfies the Einstein condition with a constant X. 
Proof: Let F, be the curvature corresponding to the Hermitian connection of 
H,, then F, = 
:a(0{pH))(pH)-') 
7 
=a{(aH)H'^) + (^iogp)i2 • 
This implies AF, = AF - A(logp)Ij： 
32 、 . 
where A = J] gj藍 dz^dz^ is an elliptic operator (the Laplacian) on M. 
Hence, (E’H’）satisfies the weak Einstein condition with factor (p - A(log p). 
So, if for some p we have (p 一 A(log p) = X, a constant, then the result 
follows. But by Hodge Theorem (see Wells [24] theorem IV.4.12), a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of such p is = 0, that 
is , ((ffX) is orthogonal to all A-harmonic functions, which are all the 
constant functions on M. This is true if we choose X to be the average of cp 
over M , that is, X j y • • 
11 n 
Let H and H，be two metrics on E, we can find a function p s.t. 
Ci(E,H) - Ci(E，H，）= aap (see Bott & Chern [4], Proposition 1.4). 
Also, as (M,g) is compact Kahler, we have 
、{CI(E,H)-CI(E,H,)}A<ON-I = J (A知)AOTI 
^M M 
=d(知AC^n-l) : 0 • 
(1.2.2) Definition 
Let Ci(E) = Ci(E,H), where H a Hermitian metric on E, the degree of the 
Hermitian vector bundle is defined to be 
、 
deg E = Ci(E)A(on-. 
M 
The definition is, by above argument, independent of the choice of metric H. 
Remark: By (1.1.5), the constant X in (1,2.1) can be expressed in terms of 
invariants of E and M as follows: 
2nnS Ci(E)A(on一 1 , 。 、 ^ 
一 M 1 二 (2rm) deg E 
" " ( V o l M)"“"”"r (Vol M) rank E ‘ 
where (Vol M) = / co" is the volume of the manifold (M,g). 
8 
(1.2.3) Examples of Einstein-Hermitian vector bundles 
By (1.1.3) and (1.2.1), we can construct many Einstein-Hermitian vector 
bundles over compact Kahler manifolds. For more non-trivial examples one can 
consult Kobayashi [15] and [16]. 
1.3 A Chern number inequality 
We have the following integral inequality involving Ci(E) and C2(E), due to 
Liibke [17], for Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle. 
(1.3.1) Theorem 
If (E,H) is an Hermitian vector bundle of rank r over a compact Hermitian 
manifold (M,g) of dimension n satisfying the weak Einstein condition , then 
、{(r-l)Ci(E,H)2- C2(E，H)}A ^ 0 
n 1 6 
and the equality holds iff (E,H) is projectively flat (i.e. F 二 长 = - ) • 
Proof: To simplify notation, we use local unitary frame fields s =(Si”"，Sr) 
for (E,H) and (八•”夺） f o r the cotangent bundle T*(M), so that 
0) = i ^^A Then we have the formula 
-0)" if i=j?ip=q 
n(n-l)夺Ia^ ^^ A^ P^八沪AG)n-2: (on if i=q9£j=p • 
0 otherwise 
We write K^ = Z = I ^aJl ； = hp〒 K^ 
FaTaE = I ^pFaoE ； = I ^SiT ， 
and define IIRIl' 二 E IFP.jI' = E ； 二 J] ！？丄]!? 
IlKIl' = I IKPI' = I ； a = Z Fail = FiT 
F® = y f""-存太八？ • 
a ^ aij 
1。： n(n-l)Ci(E，H)2Aar2 = n(n-l) I E 
二 一 ( I F « A P G A O R 2 ) 
= - n ( n ; l ) (y p« . pP ^^a^^a^^a^Vo)""') 
l aij Ppq 
T J ? 乙 • OCii PPP OCip Ppi 
9 
= ( V + 丨丨Pl|2)。n • 
Similarly, n(n-l)C2(E,H)Aa)"-'= n ( n - l ) ^ (E (F^afJ - F^AFplAto"-' 
+ n(n-l) • (I Ffi3 . ^ A ^ A ^ ^ ^ W ^ ) 
= ^ (-a2 + ||pl|2 + ||K||2 - ||R||2) , 
as the second term is ^ K F^^.F^^. - fJ^-F^^-) • 
2°： If (E,H) satisfies weak Einstein condition with factor (p , then 
y gi^ pp - = y F^ - = <p . 
乙呂 aij ^ ocii ^ a 
So we have o = I = r <p and IIKIl' = E fJ.tE = r^', 
2 2 
and hence, r IIKII = o • 
3O: r||R||2-Hpl|2之 0 and the equality holds iff 
Reason: 0 ^ E { F二 - 參 S ^ F ^ / 
= i:i《3|2«"^i:iFi3|2 + “IFi3|2 
=IIRI|2- i llpl|2 . 
So, by 1。and 2。， {(r-l)Ci(E,H)'-2rC2{E,H)}A0)""' 
= 1 (r-l)llpll、ra^ rllpll^ rllKII^ - rllRII^ } 
= 1 、{lIpll'-rllRll^ ) 0)" 
47t"^n(n-l) 
^ 0 by 3° . • 
Remark: 
If (M,g) is compact Kahler, then the left-hand side of the above inequality 
depends only on the cohomology class [w], Ci(E) and C2(E). Thus, 
C2(End(E)) u [(0]n-2: {2r C^iE) - (r-l)Ci(E)'} u [cof ^ 0 • 
This inequality was first proved by Bogomolov [3], in the context of 
10 
algebraic geometry, when E is a stable bundle over a projective variety X 
with Pic(X)=Z • As we will show that every stable bundles over a projective 
algebraic manifold admits an Einstein-Hermitian metric, we can in fact obtain 





Stable Vector Bundles 
2.1 Coherent Analytic Sheaves 
In order to define stable vector bundles, we need to introduce the concept of 
coherent sheaves. Materials here will be kept to a minimum. The algebraic 
results will be quoted followed by the corresponding results in the setting 
of sheaf theory. 
(2.1.1) Throughout this chapter, let A be the ring of germs of holomorphic 
functions at the origin of with maximal ideal m. Thus A is the ring of 
convergent power series in n complex variables in a neighbourhood of 0 e df 
and m is the ideal consisting of power series without constant term. 
An A-module M is said to be of finite type if it is finitely generated, that 
is, if there is a surjective homomorphism ~ > M for some finite r where 
A(r) is the free A-module A®...eA r times. It is well-known that A is a 
local ring, so an A-module M is free iff it is projective. Also, we have 
(2.1.2) Syzygy theorem 
If M is an A-module of finite type and if 
0 ~ > F ~ > En_i ~ > > El ~ > Eo ~ > M ~ > 0 
is an exact sequence of A-modules where E^'s are all free, then F is also 
free. 
(2.1.3) The homological dimension of M, denoted by dh(M), is defined to be 
the length d of a minimal free resolution 
12 
0 ~ ~ > > El ~ > Eq ~ > M ~ > 0 . 
This is well-defined independent of the choice of resolution and by (2.1.2), 
we have dh(M) ^ n . 
(2.1.4) A sequence {ai”.”、} of elements of m is call a M-sequence of A if, 
for each i, 0 ^ i p-1 , a^i is not a zero divisor on M/(ai,"”ai)M where 
(ai”",ai) denotes the ideal generated by 已”…，杜丄• Then the sequence of 
ideals (ai) g (apa?) ^……^ (ai”",ai) g.. • • is strictly increasing and 
so there is a maximal M-sequence (as m is finitely generated by n elements). 
If {ai”",ap} is a maximal M-sequence, then p is called the homological 
codimension of M, denoted by codh(M). Again, the definition is independent of 
the choice of the sequence {a^-.-ap} and it can be shown, using the notions 
of Tor and Ext functors, that dh(M)+codh(M) = n. 
(2.1.5) Now we introduce the concept of a coherent sheaf. 
Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n, 
a be the structure sheaf of M (the sheaf of germs of holomorphic 
functions on M ) , 
= e 0 p times • 
An analytic sheaf over M is a sheaf of a-modules over M. We say an analytic 
sheaf ST over M is locally finitely generated if, given any point Xq of M, 
there exists a neighbourhood U of Xq and finitely many sections of 〜that 
generates each stalk ，x e U, as an O^-module. That is, we have an exact 
sequence ~ > 〜 ~ > 0. In particular, each stalk、is an (^module of 
finite type, and so the algebraic results from (2.1.1) to (2.1.4) can be 
applied. 
(2.1.6) Definition 
An analytic sheaf is coherent if, given any point Xq of M, there exists a 
13 
neighbourhood U of Xq and an exact sequence 
— ^ — ^ ^u — > 0 • 
That is, the kernel of ~ > Ju ~ > 0 is also finitely generated. 
Oka,s lemma The kernel of any homomorphism O"^  ~ > (f is locally finitely 
generated. (For a proof of this lemma, see Hormander [11].) 
Applying Oka's lemma to the exact sequence in (2.1.6), by taking a smaller U 
if necessary, we have the following exact sequence 
Repeating the process for a finite steps, we get 
0 — Ogd — o^ d-i 一 … … — O j i 一 (^ 0 — 〜 — 0 ， 
where d ：^  n, by (2.1.2). 
By definition, is a free C^module iff dh(5"J=0，or equivalently 
codh(D=n. This motivates the following definition. 
(2.1.7) Definition For each integer m, 0 ^ m ^ n, 
S面(ST) = { X € M : codh{Jx) ：^  m } = { x e M : d h (〜 ^ n-m } 
is called the m-singularity set of 
Obviously, S。(幻 £ Si(力 9 . ^ SjJ) = M . 
In particular, = {x e M :〜 i s not free} is the singularity set of J. 
(2.1.8) Theorem 
The m-th singularity set SJJ) of a coherent sheaf J is a closed analytic 
subset of M of dimension ^ m • 
Proof: 
1° Closedness : Let d = that is, there is a free resolution of 
as a (X -module of length d. Since J is coherent, there is a neighbourhood of 
Xq and a free resolution of 〜 o f length d. 
今 dh (J^) ^  d V X e U (that is, homological dimension is upper 
14 
semi-continuous in x) 
今 { x G M ： dh(Jx) ^ n-m-l} is open V m 
今 = {x e M : 之 n-m} is closed V m . 
2® Analytic subset : Fix x e M , U a neighbourhood of x, let 
> W i — > > So 一 〜 一 0 
be a free resolution of 〜 • Fixing local basis in each Sp , h can be 
represented by a matrix (hj(y)) of holomorphic functions on U. 
Let r = rank(h.(y)), 
then Sm(30 n U = {y e U : dh{Jy) > n-m} = {y e U : rank(h》(y)) < r} 
is an analytic subset of U. 
3O ^ m : We use induction on m, 
1) For m = 0, define a coherent subsheaf 礼 o f J by the presheaf 
V ^ { s e T(V,J) : 广 0 }• 
Let 9=" = J/ be the (coherent) quotient sheaf • 
We claim that codh(5j ^ 1. 
Proof of claim: Suppose not, codh(5x) = 0, 
then 3 0 fx G ^x s.t. a^fx = 0 V a^ e jn^  (the maximal ideal of O^). 
The corresponding algebraic result we need is 
"If M is an A-module of finite type, and m the maximal ideal. 
Then codh(M) 二 0 今 m = Ann(uo) for some Uq € M , 
where Ann(Uo) = { a e A : au。= 0} is an ideal of A" • 
(Reason: codh(M) = 0 ^ m = ^^U^^^n(u) • 
Let Ann{w) be a maximal one among the family {Ann(u) : 0 u e M } . 
If ab G Ann(w) and b Ann(w), 
then bw * 0 but abw = 0 which implies a g Ann(bw). 
But Ann(w) = Ann(bw) by maximality of Ann(w). 
So, a G Ann(w) which means Ann(w) is a prime ideal. 
15 
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Hence, m ： U Ann(u) can be written as the union of the maximal prime 
ideals in the family {Ann(u) ； 0 u g M }. But we have only finite 
mumber of such "maximal prime annihilators" (See Kaplansky [12] p.55 
theorem 80), this means m as a (C一vector space is an union of finite 
number of proper subspaces which is impossible unless m = Ann(uo) for 
some Uq G M . ) 
Let s G T(U,50 representing f^ , 
a G a(U) extending a^ (i.e. a = 0 at x ) , 
a^f^ = 0 今 a.s e 力 今 a.s = 0 on U\{x} 
and this holds for all such local holoraorphisms a. 
So, s = 0 in U\{x}, and hence s is a section of 泥 ; • 
Since f^ G ^^ = (J/ is represented by s, we have 0 
which is a contradiction. 
Then 3 U neighbourhood of x s.t. codh(5y) > 1 V y € U 
今 dh(5y) < n-1 V y € U 
今 So(5) n U = { X e U : 之 n } n U = 中 • 
Since ^ on U\{x}, we have So(5) n {U\{x}) : S。(力 n (U\{x}) 
今 So(J) n U is either the empty set or the singleton {x} 
今 So(^) is discrete 今 dim SQ(7) = 0 • 
2) Assume dim < m-1 • 
3) Suppose dim > m , let x be a point where this happens. Since SQ{J) 
is discrete, one can assume x 本 which means 3 a^ € m^ s.t. a^ is 
not a zero divisor on • Let a be a local holomorphic function 
representing a^ . Then a : J " > J the local sheaf homomorphism defined 
by multiplication by a is injective in some neighbourhood of x. 
(Reason: let § = a⑴ which is a coherent sheaf • 
a^ is not a zero divisor on 今 cc又：^x ~ > % is bijective • 
Let Px： % — » Jx be the inverse which extends to j? : ^  ~ > S^ u , 
i.e., pooc G End(5") with idl^-^ • 
16 
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Finally, ST coherent 今 3 U s.t. {?<>«)„ = idly 今 a injective there.) 
Claim: S循⑴ n U n {a=0} g S„.i{J/a(J)) 
(Reason: for y e SJJ) n U n {a=0}, choose -sequence 仏 工 丫 , … 〜 } 
、 m A 
for Oy (see (2.1.4)) s.t. a! = a, then {azy”"^} is an 
(5'/a{J))y-sequence for Oy (that is , an ((a)30y一sequence for Oy). 
Hence, codh(J/a(J))y ：^  m-1. which implies y e J ) ) . ) 
Therefore, n U has dimension > m by assumption whereas 
a = 0 at X implies SjT) n U n {a=0} has dimension > m-1 at x which 
contradicts induction hypothesis. • 
Recall that the rank of an A-module M is defined by rank M 二 dimK(K:®AM), 
where K is the quotient field of A. By (2.1.8), a coherent sheaf J is 
locally free outside the set S^.i of codimension 之 1. 
(2.1.9) Definition 
The rank of J is defined to be rank J = rank ^^ where x e M\Sn_i(T), and 
the R.H.S. is the rank of the (free) 0厂modules. 
(2.1.10) If 0 ~ > M, ~ > M ~ > M” ~ > 0 is a short exact sequence of 
A-modules of finite type, then dh(M) ：^  max { dh(M,), dh(M”）} and if strict 
inequality holds, dh(M,，）= dh(M，）+ 1 • 
(2.1.11) Proposition 
If a coherent sheaf J is a k-th syzygy sheaf in the sense that for every 
point X of M there is a neighbourhood U and an exact sequence 0 — y^；— 
器 1 _ ^ > such that Si,...,^ are locally free coherent sheaves over 
U, then dim ^ m-k • 
Proof: Suppressing U, we let Jq = ^ > 
Ji = Im{ Si ~ > Si+i) , i = l ” “ , k - l , 
= Sk / • 
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We have short exact sequences 0 ~ > ^ 客i ^ ^ 0 , i = l””k-l. 
Then by (2.1.10), we have either 0 = dh(Si^x) = max ( d h ( 〜 ) 
or = d h ( 〜 + 1 • 
^ 0 if Ji X is free 
Hence, x) H , • 
, 乂 dh(3^ i-l,x〉+ 1 otherwise 
It follows that £ £ • • ( 、 ） , 
since dim ^ m-k by (2.1.8), we have dim S取⑵ ^ m-k. • 
2.2 Torsion-free, reflexive and normal coherent analytic sheaves 
(2.2.1) Return to the algebraic setting, suppose M is an A-module of finite 
type, u € M is a torsion element if au = 0 for some 0 a e A. 
T(M) = {u € M : u torsion element} is the torsion submodule. If T(M) = 0， 
M is said to be torsion-free. 
Every free A-module is obviously torsion-free. It is easy to show that every 
torsion-free A-module of rank r is a submodule of a free A-module of rank r. 
NT = Horn,(M,A) the dual of M is an A-module of rank r. Define the natural 
homomorphism a^ , : M — ^ M术* by (a„(u))(f) = f(u) for u e M , f € M* . 
It is easy to check that T(M) = Ker = J^^KeT{f)y so 
1) M is torsion-free iff is injective and 
2) M is a torsion-module (i.e. M = T(M)) iff M* = 0 • 
Also, we have M**/cJm(M) is a torsion-module. 
(2.2.2) If a^ : M > M** is bijective, M is said to be reflexive. We have 
the relationship free A-module 岭 reflexive 今 torsion-free 
Since M* is reflexive, it is torsion-free. Also, if M is an reflexive A-
module of finite type, then it can be included in an exact sequence 
0 ~ > M ~ > E ~ > F ~ > 0 (X ) 
where E is free and F is torsion-free. Conversely, if M is included in the 




A coherent sheaf J is said to be torsion-free if each stalk of ^ is a 
torsion-free 0x_module. 
Locally free sheaf is torsion-free; and coherent sub sheaf of a torsion-free 
sheaf is torsion-free. Conversely, 
(2.2»4) Proposition 
If J is a torsion-free coherent sheaf of rank r, then it is locally a 
subsheaf of a free sheaf of rank r, that is, V x e M , 3 neighbourhood U and 
injective homomorphism j : ^ u — > ^u • 
Proof: By (2.2.1), there is an injection : ^ ^ ——> Ol V x € M . 
Since ^ is coherent, j extends to a homomorphism 
Ju : ^ u ^。u 
for a small neighbourhood U which is an injection in a possibly smaller 
neigbourhoood of x. • 
Applying (2.1.11), we get 
(2.2.5) Corollary 
If is a torsion-free coherent sheaf, then dim < m-1 V m ； hence, a 
torsion-free coherent sheaf J is locally free outside the set of 
codimension at least 2. In particular, every torsion-free coherent sheaf over 
a Riemann surface is locally free. 
(2.2.6) Similar to (2.2.1) and (2.2,2), the dual of a coherent sheaf J is 
* *家 
defined to be the coherent sheaf J = Horn (9^ ,0)； and a : J ~ ^ is the 
natural sheaf homomorphism. 
V 
The torsion subsheaf = Ker a is the subsheaf of ^ whose stalk at x is 
the torsion module of、，a is injective iff J is torsion-free. 
If CT ： ^ ——> 广 is bijective, say ^ is reflexive, we have the relationship 
locally free sheaf 今 reflexive 乡 torsion-free , 
(2.2.7) Proposition 
The dual J* of any coherent sheaf 可 is reflexive. 
(2.2.8) Proposition 
If sr is reflexive, then V x e M , 3 neighbourhood U of x and free coherent 
sheaves and %2 over U s.t. 
0 ~ > Ju ~^器lu ~ > ^ u is exact • 
(These follows from the corresponding results for A-modules in (2.2.2)). 
(2.2.9) Corollary 
If J is a reflexive coherent sheaf, then dim SjX) ^ m-2 V m by (2.1.11). 
Hence, J is locally free outside the set S^^^i^) of codimension > 3. 
(2.2.10) Definition 
A coherent sheaf over M is normal if for every open set U in M and every 
analytic subset A e U of codimension k 2, the restriction map 
T(U,J) — T(U\A,J) is an isomorphism. 
By Hartog's extension theorem, the structure sheaf 0 is normal. 
(2.2.11) Proposition J is reflexive iff it is torsion-free and normal. 
Proof: 
““ Since O is normal, dual sheaf of any coherent sheaf is normal. 
J is reflexive 岭 ^ = is normal. 
“^ “ J torsion-free a : J ——> is injective and A : is of 
V 
codimension ^ 2 ( by corollary (2.2.5) )• For every open set U in M, 
the following diagram commutes 
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、 
T(U\A,J) -——> T(U\A,广） 
J and are normal, hence vertical arrows are isomorphisms. The top arrow 
is an isomorphisms as a : ST > 术is an isomorphism outside A. So, bottom 
horizontal arrow is an isomorphism and J is reflexive. • 
(2.2.12) Proposition 
Q ) ^ g- ___> 0 an exact sequence of coherent sheaves where J is 
reflexive and ST" torsion-free. Then ^ is normal and hence reflexive. 
Proof: Let U c M open and A e U analytic subset of codimension at least 2. We 
have the following exact commutative diagram : 
0 0 0 
、’ 'i 、‘ 
0 — ^ T(u,R) — > T (U,J) — ^ T{U,J") 
,广 4' 、’ 
0 — T(U\A,J') — T(U\A,J) — T{u\A,R) 
0 
Reason: ^ is reflexive and hence normal by (2.2.11).矿’ is torsion-free and 
y,, being a subsheaf of torsion-free sheaf is torsion-free. A simple 
diagram chasing shows that T(U,Sr，）— T(U\A,沪）is surjective. • 
(2.2.13) Proposition 
J and y are coherent sheaves over M. If 5 is reflexive, so is 
Proof : Let 0 ~ > STi ”> § ~ > J ~ > 0 be an exact sequence s.t. § is free 
(always possible by coherence). Then, 
、 0 ~ > Hoin(J,SF) ~ > Hom(§,3F) ~ > Hom(Sri,5) is exact • 
Hom(§,y) = y e- • -e SF is reflexive. Also,于 is torsion-free, so is 
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Applying (2.2.12) to exact sequence 
0 ~ > Horn(胡—Hora(§,5) ~ > L — 0 
where L = Iin{ 一 Eom(%^) ), we get the result. • 
2.3 Determinant Bundles 
(2.3.1) Recall that for a holomorphic vector bundle E of rank r, its 
determinant bundle is defined by detE = A^E and if 
0 — ^ ~ > … ~ > El ~ > Eo ~ > 0 
is an exact sequence of holomorphic vector bundles, then one can show, by 
j 
induction on m, that S (detEj^'^^ is canonically isomorphic to the trivial 
j= 0 
line bundle. 
(2.3.2) It is known that every exact sequence 
0 ~ > ~ > … — » El ~ > Eo — » 0 
of holomorphic vector bundles induces an exact sequence 
0 ~ > Sa ~ > … — > Si ~ > So ~ ^ 0 
of locally free coherent sheaves, where 器文：邮丄 
Conversely, every exact sequence of locally free coherent sheaves comes from 
an exact sequence of the corresponding holomorphic vector bundles. 
(2.3.3) Definition 
^ is a coherent sheaf (not neccesarily locally free), let 
0 ~ > Sn ~ > … ~ > Si ~ > So — ~ > 0 (x) 
be a resolution of 〜 b y locally free coherent sheaves {see (2.1.6), some of 
the S.'s may be zero) where U is a small open set on M. Let Ei be the vector 
bundle corresponding to Si , we define the determinant bundle det⑴ of ^  by 
i 
十 det^u =息(detEi)(-i). 
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By (2.3.2), if J is locally free, corresponding to vector bundle E, then 
det^ = detE . 
(2.3.4) Definition 
^ is a coherent analytic sheaf, the first Chern class of ^ is defined by 
Ci ⑴=Ci(detJ). 
For the special case J 二 a(E); that is, ^  is locally free coming from the 
holomorphic vector bundle E, we have Ci(det^) = Ci(detE) = Ci(E). 
(2.3.5) We need to show the definition (2.3.3) is independent of the 
resolution (x). Let 0 — S ； — — — ^ Si — Sj — — 0 be another 
locally free resolution of ^^ , with corresponding vector bundles El • We 
i (_l〉i 
want a canonical isomorphism fi^ .|^(detEp • 
We first construct a third locally free resolution of J，suppressing U to 
simplify notation, in the following exact diagram: 
0 0 0 
个 个 '、 
f I f 
八 个 T 
•F" f" fn 
0 一 s；； … 一 s’;」器丨(；y 一 0 
i i i II 
� ’ 4 ^ 
0 0 0 
Construction of SQ 
Let §0 : { (u,u,) € So e Si ： f。(u) : ^(u^) } and S'J be a locally free sheaf 
which maps surjectively onto % • Let fj be the composed map S；；—写o — • 
The surjective maps S；；— S。and S；；— % are given respectively by the 
projections % > S。and % ~ > % • 
Construction of ： 











Let 哲 1 = { (u,u，）e S^e ： fi(u) = p(u") 
and i[{\i) = p，(u") for some u" e Jq } and 
S’i be a locally free sheaf which maps surjectively onto . 
Then sy ~ > ^，Si’ — ^ Si , S’i ~ > are defined similarly as for the 
case So • Inductively, we get the exact diagram. 
Then we consider the exact commutative diagram : 0 0 0 0 
/K T T 
0 ~ > Sn ~ > … ~ ~ > So ~ > ^ ”» 0 
个 个 个 个 
0 s；; ~ > • • • ~ > sy — » s'(； ~ > ^ ~ > 0 
八 八 ^ 八 
0 ~ > > … ~ > ~ > ~ > 0 
个 个 
0 0 0 
where ^^ 二 Ker (S- ~ ^ Si). 
Being the Kernel of a surjective map between two locally free sheaves, by 
Oka's lemma (see (2.1.6)), is also locally free. Let F^ be the vector 
bundle corresponding to then 
i 
detE'； = (detEi)«i(detFi) and ^S^(detFi)^"^^ = trivial line bundle • 
i i i 
Hence, i§。(detE’;）（-i) = §^((detEi) ® (detFi))—” = J^(detEi)^". 
1 i ( l)i 
Similarly, we have canonical isomorphism = ^^JdetEl) • 
i i 
Hence, = • • 
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(2.3.6) Proposition 
If 0 > 沪“> J ~ > J" > 0 is an exact sequence of coherent sheaves, 
then there is a canonical isomorphism det^ = (det^,)<8>(det^"). 
Proof: We want to construct the following exact commutative diagram: 
0 0 0 0 
�f 
0 ~ > t!^  “> … > Sj ~ > Sj > 0 
4, 4r 
0 """> ~ > … ~ > Si ~、％Q ~ > ^ u ~ > 0 
0 — s；； — •.. — s’i — s；； — 0 
w 山 
0 0 0 0 
where the horizontal sequences are locally free resolutions. First choose Sj 
and S'o , set Sq = E Sq and defined maps Sq~> and Sj > ^  ~ > 
by standard digram chasing technique. 
Set = K e r m — ,可i = K e r ( S。一 〜 ） a n d : Ker{S'i — r^) 
repeat the same process we get the desired diagram. 
Applying (2.3.1) and (2.3.3), gets the result. • 
(2.3.7) Proposition 
If is a torsion-free coherent sheaf of rank r, then there is a canonical 
isomorphism detJ =(八刃• 
Proof: J is torsion-free implies A = Sn_i(SO is of codimension > 2 (see 
(2.2.5)). J locally free over M\A implies 3 canonical isomorphism 
f : det(〜\A) — ^ • 
(八^5•广 is reflexive (by (2.2.7)), so is Hom( det^, {K'^f*) by (2.2.13) and 
hence it is normal (by (2.2.11)). Therefore, f extends to a homomorphism 
‘ f : detJ > o n M . 
Let g • ^ det(9^M\A) be the inverse of f, 
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det5" is normal implies g extends to a homomorphism g ： (A^力 > det(^) 
on M. Since fog and g。f are respectively the identity endomorphisms of 
(A^y)^'^ and det(3VA)，言。会 and g。t are identity endomorphisms of (A^力家家 
and det(J) respectively. Hence the result follows. • 
(2.3.8) Corollary 
If ^  is a torsion-free coherent sheaf, then there is a canonical isomorphism 
(detsf : (del^"^). 
Proof: By (2.3.7), (det^广=(A'Sl* and (detJ*)= 
Let A = then = 
and the remaining proof is similar to the argument in (2.3.7). • 
(2.3.9) Proposition 
Every monomorphism 7 between torsion-free coherent sheaves of the same 
rank induces a sheaf monomorphism det^， > 
Proof: Let A = ⑴ & A, = , then outside AuA，, r — J and the 
induced map detJ'—» det^ are isomorphisms. Hence, Ker(detr—^ detJ) is a 
torsion sheaf and, being also a subsheaf of a torsion-free sheaf, it must be 
zero. 臞 
(2.3.10) Proposition 
If ^  is a torsion sheaf, then detJ admits a non-trivial holomorphic section. 
Proof: In the locally free resolution of {see(2.3.3)) , let 
y i = K e r ( S o — S o ) s.t. 0 — So — ~ — 0 is exact. 
By (2.3,6), det^u = (detJ^fi^ (detSo) = Hoin(det〜,detSo). The injective map 
det^^i— detSo induced by ^ (by (2.3.9)) can be considered as a non-
trivial section of det^u . It can be shown, similar to (2.3.5), that this 
section is independent of the choice of resolution and hence is globally 
defined. • 
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2.4 Stable vector bundle 
Throughout this chapter, unless otherwise stated, tT is assume to be a 
torsion-free coherent sheaf over a compact Kahler manifold. 
(2.4.1) Definition 
The degree (or more precisely [(o]-degree) of J is defined to be 
deg{J) = , 
Jm 
where is the first Chern class of J as defined in (2.3.4). 
The degree/rank ratio is defined to be /i(^ ) = deg(90/rank⑵. 
(2.4.2) Definition 
^ is said to be semistable (more precisely [oj-semistable) if for every 
coherent subsheaf r with 0 < rank we have fJ(3^，) < 败 ) • 
If the strict inequality /j(r) < /j(^) holds for all coherent subsheaf ^ 
with 0 < rank(沪）< r a n k⑵， w e say J is stable (or [o)]-stable). 
{2»4.3) Definition 
A holomorphic vector bundle E over M is said to be semistable (respectively 
stable) if the sheaf a{E) of germs of holomorphic sections is semistable 
(resp. stable). 
Remark: We note that even if we are interested in stability of vector bundles 
we need to consider not only subbundles but also coherent subsheaves. But for 
the case dim(cM = 1, by (2.2.5), these torsion-free coherent subsheaves are in 
fact locally free and hence correspond to vector subbundles. Hence we need to 
consider subbundles only and the notion of stability is much simpler. 
Stability and semi-stability of J can be defined in terms of quotient sheaves 
instead of subsheaves. Namely, 
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(2.4.4) Proposition 
1) ^  is semistable iff /i(^ ) ^  holds for every quotient sheaf such 
that 0 < rank(y"). 
2) ^  is stable iff jLi⑴ < holds for every quotient sheaf 矿’ with 
0 < rank(r') < rank⑴. 
This follows directly from the following Lemma : 
(2.4.5) Lemma 
If 0 — ST, » J — ^ J" > 0 is an exact sequence of coherent sheaves over 
a compact Kahler manifold, then r’（ fJ⑴ - p(沪））+ r"( 一 M(J^ ”））= 0 
where r, = rank(沪）and r" = rank{J") • 
Proof: By (2.3.6), = C^i^) + 
Hence, + = degiJ) = deg(沪）+ deg(矿,）=r,p(9^，）+ r X J " ) • 
In fact, we don't have to consider all subsheaves or quotient sheaves: 
(2.4.6) Proposition 
1) ^  is semistable iff either one of the conditions holds: 
a) ^ 败） f o r any subsheaf ^'s.t. the quotient 巧 I T is torsion-free. 
b) ^ for any torsion-free quotient sheaf J" • 
2) ^  is stable iff either one of the conditions holds: 
a，）/J(沪）< /J⑴ for any subsheaf s.t. the quotient 仍，is torsion-free 
and 0 < rank(J') < rank(^). 
b,) < for any torsion-free quotient sheaf 
such that 0 < rank(J") < rank⑴. 
Proof: Given an exact sequence 0 > 9^’ ~ > ~ > ~ > 0 , 
that is, ST" is a quotient sheaf of J • Let X" be its torsion subsheaf. 
. V -
Set Ti = a torsion-free quotient sheaf of 3". Define by exact 
sequence 0 — 打 — y — — 0 , it is a subsheaf of 7 s.t. = Jj. 
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It 
One can easily cheak that 3^，is a subsheaf of J； s.t. ^ {/r s • We note 
that by (2.3.10), deg(£") ^  0 (since if V denotes the divisor of M defined by 
the zeros of a holomorphic section of det£. , then deg(£") = 之 0 )• By 
(2.3.6), deg(r') ^ deg(Ji') and degiST^ ^ deg(r). 
Also, we note that the corresponding ranks are equal as is non-trivial on 
the singularity set S^-i(矿’）of Sr" only. Hence, the result follows. 画 




Let J, and 3^ 2 t>e torsion-free coherent sheaves over a compact Kahler 
manifold (M,g), then 
1) If rank (J) = 1, then J is stable. 
2) Let X be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of a line bundle over 
M. Then 饥％ is stable (resp. semistable) iff J is stable (resp. semi-
stable). 
3) J^eg^z is semistable iff Sr^  and 〜 a r e both semistable with =晰 2 ) . 
4) J is stable (resp. semistable) iff its dual ^ is stable (resp. semi-
stable). 
Proof: 1) and 2) are trivial. 
3) Assume that 〜 a n d are semistable with 口 =败 i ) = then 〜 
=/J • For any subsheaf 5 of we have the commutative diagram with exact 
horizontal sequences: 
T T T 
0 > > ^ ——> ~ > 0 
where = 5 n {^iB 0) and = image of y under projection e > 
So vertical arrows are injective. ^ ^ semistable means degC^i) ^  fJ rank(yi). 
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Hence, ii(^ ) : (deg(yi)+deg(5^2))/(rank(9^i)+rank(52)) ^ “ and so e & is 
semistable. 
Conversely, assume e are semistable. Since is a quotient sheaf and 
at the same time a subsheaf of Sr^  e » we have e J2) = (by 
(2.4.2) & (2.4.4)), Any subsheaf y of is a subsheaf of e • 
Hence, S e = and so semistable. 
4) By (2.3.8), f j ⑴ : - ) . We apply (2.4.6) to prove the stable case, 
semistable case is similar. 
”令 ” Suppose Z stable, consider an exact sequence 
0 ~ > 沪 、忍 ~ > ~ > 0 
s.t. is torsion-free. Dualizing, we have 
0 一 9 ^ ’产一 ~ > r " " ~ > 0 . 
So, p ( 力 = < 一 " ( r 术 ） = " ( 『 ' ） a n d hence ST is stable by (2.4.6). 
“今“Suppose ^ is stable, consider an exact sequence 
0 ~ > ~ ^ 于 " ~ > 0 
s.t. is torsion-free. Dualizing, we have 
0 一 y,’"^ —广—9^ ，本—0. 
本术 
Consider ^ as a subsheaf of under the natural injection a : ~ > ^ • 
We define 沪 = J n and define by exact sequence 
0 — —»，、— —> 0 . 
By (2.3.8), : det(9^丫- d e t⑵〜d e t ( J ) ； so by (2.3.6)，det(^ 
is a trivial line bundle‘ A l s o , 广 i s a torsion sheaf by (2.2.1). 
By (2.3.6) and by argument similar to (2.3.10), it follows that, in general, 
if £ is a torsion sheaf s.t. detZ is a trivial line bundle and if 
0 _ > ~ > i & 一 纪 " ~ > 0 is exact, then detZ* and detZ" are also trivial 
line bundles. Therefore, is a trivial line bundle, which implies 
det5" = detr and hence deg(y") : deg{J'). Since rank(5^”术）之 rank(9^,), we 
have 之 Hence, by stability of 
"(?") = -fJ(，”家）^ ) > ⑴ = a n d hence f is stable. • 
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Remark: It is clear that if and are non-zero, e is never stable. 
We are going to show that stable vector bundles are simple. This result will 
be useful in later discussion. First we give the definition. 
(2.4.8) Definition 
A holomorphic vector bundle E over a compact complex manifold M is said to be 
simple if every sheaf homomorphisms f : E — E (that is, every holomorphic 
sections of Honi(E,E)) is a scalar multiple of the identity endomorphism. 
(2.4.9) Proposition 
Let and S^ ^ be semistable sheaves over a compact Kahler manifold {M,g), let 
f ： _ > J2 be a sheaf homomorphism. 
1) If > ，then f = ()• 
2) If 二 and if is stable, then rank(^i) = rank(f(Ji)) and f is 
injective unless f = 0. 
Proof: Assume f 0，set 二（(Ti). Then 5 is a quotient sheaf of ^ , and 
is a subsheaf of • 
1) Since ^ 11(^ 2) < ^ 于)，a contradiction. 
2) If rank(Ji) > rank(50’ then ^ 二 "(〜）< by the stability 
of , a contradiction. Hence rank(^i) = rank(y). • 
(2.4.10) Corollary 
Let El and E2 be semistable vector bundle over a compact Kahler manifold 
(M,g) s.t. rank(Ei) 二 ranWE?) and deg(Ei) = deg(E2). If Ej is stable, then 
any non-zero sheaf homomorphism f : E^ — > E2 is an isomorphism. 
Proof: By (2.4.9), f is injective. Also, f induces a non-zero homomorphism 
det(f) : detEi > detE? • Consider det(f) as a non-trivial holomorphic 
section of the line bundle Hom(detEi,detE2), with deg 二 0, applying a 
consequence of Bochner Vanishing theorem (Theorem 1.5b of Appendix), we have 
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det(f) and hence f is an isomorphism. • 
(2.4.11) Corollary 
Every stable bundle E over a compact Kahler manifold is simple. 
Proof: f : E — ^ E an endomorphism. Let a be an eigenvalue of f: E^ > E^ 
for arbitrary x € M. Then f — al^ is a sheaf endomorphism but not an 
isomorphism, by (2.4.10), f - alg s 0 as an endomorphism. Hence f = al^ • • 
2.5 Stability of Einstein-Hermitian Vector Bundles 
We now prove the main theorem of this chapter which states that every 
indecomposable Einstein-Hermitian vector bundles (in the sense that it can 
not be written as a direct sum) over a compact Kahler manifold are stable. 
The converse will be discussed in the remaining chapters. 
(2.5.1) Theorem 
! ! 
Let (E，H) be an Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle over a compact Kahler 
manifold {M,g). Then E is semistable and (E,H) is a direct sum 
(E,H) = {Ei,Hi)e(E2,H2)e---e(Ek,Hk) 
of stable Einstein-Hermitian vector bundles (E”Hi)”“,（Efe,HJ with the same 
factor X as (E,H). 
Proof: 
1°： To prove that E is semistable, let be a (torsion-free) subsheaf of 器= 
0(E) of rank p ^ r = rank E » Let j : 5 > S be the inclusion map which 
induces the injective homomorphism 
( b y (2.3.7) and since A^S is reflexive. It is injective as it is injective 
outside Sn_i⑶ and hence the kernel is a torsion sheaf ) • 
Tensoring with Id : (detSO* ~ > (det^)*, we get non-trivial homomorphism 
f : _ > AP秘(det90* which is considered as a non-zero holomorphic section 
of the vector bundle 
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The factor X for (E,H) is defined by X = 二 、 ) "(E) (see (1.2.2)). Also, by 
(1.1.3) and (1.2.1), we can choose an Einstein-Hermitian metric on the line 
bundle dety with factor X,: /i(det5) = /^(于).Hence, by (1丄4), 
the vector bundle is Einstein-Hermitian with factor By 
Bochner Vanishing theorem (see Appendix theorem 1.4 b), pX-X'之 0 , which 
means p(罗）^ and E is semistable. 
2®： To prove the second assertion, assume 二 fj(^) holds for the subsheaf 
5 in 1。. Then pX = By Bochner Vanishing theorem (see Appendix theorem 
1.4a), the section f is parallel; that is, the line bundle det5, under the 
injection (八卩』）本家：dety 务 A^E，is a parallel line subbundle of A^E • 
Let M, then 5 is locally free over M, and hence is corresponding 
to a vector bundle F ( i.e. 51 =0(F)). F is then a parallel subbundle of E 
M 
under the injection j : F ~ 一 El^, . Hence, F ® G is an orthogonal 
decomposition for some Hermitian vector bundle G over M,, where 0(G)=哲 
with 经 = S / • 
We want to show that 0 — — 器 — 经 — 0 is a split exact sequence. We 
know that it splits over M\ By (2.2.12), ^  is reflexive. Hence, Horn(S,and 
Hoiii(5^ ,5) are normal (see (2.2.13)). Thus, 
T(M,Hom(S,5)) = T(M,，Hoin(S,灼）and T(M,Honi(gF,5)) = 
So, the splitting homomorphism p，e T(M，,Hom(S,5)) with p,oj = Id罗|过，in 
T(M,,Honi(5^50) extends uniquely to a splitting homomorphism p GT(M,Hom(S,5)) 
with poj = Id^ ： € T(M,Hom(5，SF)). Hence, S = 5 e § . As S is locally free, both 
5 and 努 are projective and hence locally free (see 2.1.1). Therefore, we have 
a holomorphic decomposition of the bundle E = F e G over M. Since the 
decomposition is orthogonal on M,, it is orthogonal on M. By (1.1.3) and 
repeat the above argument, we get the result. • 
Remark: The proof presented here is due to Lubke [18], which greatly 
simplifies the proof by Kobayashi [16]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Existence of Einstein-Hermitian Connection on Stable 
Vector Bundle over a Compact Riemann Surface 
In this chapter, we will follow Donaldson [7] and give a more analytic proof 
of a theorem by Narasimhan & Seshadri [20] which states that every stable 
holomorphic vector bundle over a compact Riemann surface admits a unique 
Einstein-Hermitian connection. This is the converse of theorem (2.5.1) for 
the case n=l and it serves as the starting point for the induction argument 
in the next chapter where the general result for projective algebraic 
manifolds is considered. 
Let M be a compact Riemann surface with a Hermitian metric normalized to unit 
volume. By the remark in (2.4.3), a holomorphic bundle E over M is stable if 
for all proper holomorphic subbundles F of E, we have 
/i(F) < ii{E) (or equivalently "(E/F) > /Li(E)). 
Hence, a stable bundle is indecomposable and the main result in this chapter 
is the following: 
(3.1.1) Theorem 
An indecomposable holomorphic bundle E over M is stable iff there is a 
unitary connection, compatible to the holomorphic structure, on E with AF=>J， 
where F is the curvature and X=2 叩(E) (i.e.，an Einstein-Hermitian 
connection). Such a connection is unique up to isomorphism. 
(3.1.2) First we recall if E is a C① Hermitian vector bundle over M, the 
unitary connection A (i.e., the connection compatible with the Hermitian 
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metric which expressed locally w.r.t. an unitary frame is a skew-Hermitian 
matrix of l-forms) on E gives an operator d^-.TCE)~>T(T*(M)®E) which has 
(0,1) component and this defines a compatible 
holomorphic structure on E (i.e., there are sufficiently many local 
solutions For an elementary proof of this fact, see Atiyah & Bott [1] 
P.555). Conversely, if S is a holomorphic structure on E, there is a unique 
way to define a unitary connection A s.t. S = (see (l.l.l)). 
In the intermediate stages of the argument, we have to allow generalized 
connections of class L^ with curvature in l/ and gauge transformation in L?. 
It is proved in Atiyah k Bott [1] Lemma 14.8 that each L^ connection defines 
a (compatible) holomorphic structure. A simple proof of this fact can also be 
found in Siu [21], chapter 1 appendix A, P.63-6. 
We also note that the gauge group % of unitary automorphisms acts on the 
affine space a of all unitary connections on E by 
u(A) = A - , UG^ and Aea . 
The action extends to the complexification 供 二 group of general linear 
automorphisms of E by 
g(A) = A - 0Ag》g-i + ((5Ag)g-i)*， 辨 and Aea , 
and two connections defined isomorphic holomorphic structure precisely when 
they lie in the same ^ orbit. Thus, the set of orbits parametrize all the 
holomorphic bundles of the same degree and rank as E. Given a holomorphic 
bundle % (we use scripts to emphasize the holomorphic structure), we write 
o(s) for the corresponding orbit of connections on the appropriate C① bundle. 
Each connection A has a curvature F(A) e T(A^T''(M))(8.End(E)) such that 
FU(A) : UFaU-I , for all u G § and A e a . Also, 
F(A+a) = F(A) + d^a + aAa , for all a which is locally a matrix of l-forms. 
(For details, one can consult Donaldson [8] P.34 & 209-10.) 
V 
The strategy of the proof is that we suppose inductively that the result has 
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been proved for bundles of lower rank (the case of line bundles is proved in 
chapter 1 using (1.1.3) & (1.2.1)), then we choose a minimizing sequence in 
o(s) for a carefully constructed functional J of the curvature and extract a 
weakly convergent subsequence. Either the limiting connection is in o(S) and 
we deduce the result by examining small variations within o(S), or in another 
orbit 0(90 and we deduce that S is not stable. The main ingredient here is a 
result of K. Uhlenbeck on the weak compactness of the set of connections with 
L^ bounded curvature. 
(3.1.3) Definition of functional J 
The trace norm is defined on nxn Hermitian matrices by 
v(H) = Tr(M*M)"2 二 ^ |x.|, 
where {Xj are the eigenvalues of M, repeated according to multiplicity. 
It can be shown that d is a norm and that if M is written in blocks as 
M , then u(M)^ITrAI + ITrD! . ( Both properties follow easily from the 
B D 
characterization v(M) :=,ma〒 £ I <Mei,ei> I where {e^} runs over all 
orthonormal frames for C".) 
Applying u in each fibre, we define, for any smooth self-adjoint section s of 
End(E), N(s) 二 (JM”<S)2)I". N is a norm equivalent to the L norm and so 
extends to the l/ cross-sections. For any hi connection A (i.e., the matrix 
of 1-forms w.r.t. an unitary basis is in the L^ space), set 
J ( A ) = N ( G -/ IL) . 
Then J(A) = 0 iff AF 二 27t^ I. In particular, if A is smooth, then it is the 
required Einstein-Hermitian connection (with the holomorphic structure 
defined by A). 
We note that although J is not smooth, it have the semi-continuity property: 
, If Ai——>A weakly in hi , so F(Ai)——>F(A) weakly in L , 
AF 
then J(A) ：^  liminfJ(Ai). Because for each e > 0, we can separate 
from the closed convex set {a: J(A)-£} by a hyperplane. 
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The following result is due to K.Uhlenbeck ([22] theorem 1.5) and a sketch of 
the proof can be found in the appendix. 
(3.1.4) Proposition 
Suppose Ai G a is a sequence of unitary L; connections with IIF(Ai)llj^ 2 
bounded. Then there is a subsequence {i，} £ {i} and L^ gauge transformation 
. 2 
U € ^ S.t. u (A ) converges weakly in L^ . 
i* i, i, 
(3.1.5) Lemma 
Let S be a holomorphic bundle over M. Then either infJ!o(l|) is attained in 
o(S) or there is a holomorphic bundle ^ S of the same degree and rank as % 
and with infJI。⑶ ^ infJlo(S) and Hoin(S,5)9iO. 
Proof: Pick a minimizing usequence Ai for Jlo(S)- note that FU(A) 二 ^F^u 
and so ^  _ “I = A(u【广 1) - Ml = - (给 ) u ] - = - pDu-i which 
means J(A) = J(u(A)).Since N is equivalent to the L^ norm, we have IIF(Ai)ll^ 2 
bounded and so by Proposition (3.1.4) we deduce, without loss of generality 
that Ai ~ > B weakly in L^ and J(B) < liminfJ(Ai) 二 infJlo(S). 
Since B defines a holomorphic structure Sg (see (3.2.1)), the lemma follows 
if we show that Hom(S,SB)9tO (with the two alternatives in the statement of 
the lemma corresponding to the cases S a? SB and S SB respectively). 
To see this, define for any A, A，e a ’ a connection on End(E) = E 棚， 
s.t. locally, for any matrix valued function g, we have 
= dg + (A-A,)g , 
with a corresponding a ^ , : T ( E n d ( E ) ) — . 
Thus, solutions of = 0 correspond to elements in Hom(SA,SA,). 
Hence, if Hoin(S,SB) = 0, then has no kernel. Since ^^B is a first order 
elliptic operator, we have IISAQBSHLZ ^ C lisII’ for some C and all s. 




So, there is a constant C" s.t. II^ AOBSHJ^  之 • 
Also, II(5aoB-5aoa}S|Il2 ^ C IIAi-BII^ 4 llsll^4， 
as d. j.-d. A is the algebraic operator s k~> (AfB) ‘ s • 
AqB AQA^ 
Therefore, lia^ oAiSll^ z ^  lisII• 
The inclusion Li — L^ is compact, which implies Ai — B in l/ norm. By the 
last inequality, Hom(S,SA.) = 0 for large i contradicting ^A^ ^  ^ • • 
We now want to show that if S is stable, the second alternative of (3.1.5) 
does not occur. 
First we note that if we have any exact sequence of holomorphic bundles 
G ~ > y > J ~ > U ~ > 0, 
then any Hermitian connection A o n J has the shape A 二 ，^^ere Ay, A权 
水 0 1 
are Hermitian connections on ^ and U respectively and p e T(T (M) ’ ^{U'®^)) 
is a representative of the cohomology class [p] in In the 
corresponding curvature matrix 
• 
F(Ay)-帥 * dp 
F(A) = - d r F(A似)-
where d:T(T、M)®(tr®力）—T(AV(M)0(t/'^®J')) is built from A ^ and A y as in 
the proof of (3.1.5). Note that 1|3|'= ^ T r A C ^ A P ) =六 A T r ( p * A p ) , by the 
principle that curvature decreases in holomorphic subbundles and increases in 
quotients (see Griffiths & Harris [9] P.79). Conversely, connections on ^ and 
U and p € define a unique connection on J, which in turn 
defines a compatible holomorphic structure on J by (3.1.2), such that any 
nonzero multiple of |3 gives the same holomorphic structure. (For details, see 
Kobayashi [16] P.20-3.) 
(3.1.6) Lemma 
If 5 is a holomorphic bundle over M which can be expressed as an extension 
0 ~ ^ JH ~ > ^ ~ > V > 0, 
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and if p U ) ^ (i.e., /i(5) ^  "⑶)），then for any unitary connection A on 
y, J (A) > (rankjlt)(p(it)-/i(3^ )) + (rank5){/i(3^)~/i(B)) = Jq ’ say. 
Proof: Let fj = fj(SO’ by the property of v stated in (3.1.3), 
^ . 丨 T r ( 嫩 - " l i t m i T r ( 肺 伊 产 ) I • 
So, J(A) ^ J i>(裝 -/Uigr) 
. - 似 ” + JjTr(八(F(Ag);『AP) - /^工公)！ 
^ + + 丨 - 内 ) - ! P | 2 } I 
J M 兀 M 
^ I f -/ill) + IP|2}I + I f -内)I - IIPH^  • 
J n d 冗 J M 
But f T r ( ^ ) = deg A (see (1.1.5) for the case n二 1 and M unit volume) 
Jm 27t 
之 f liTrlji = /j(5) rank(il) by assumption, 
JM 
hence the first term on the right is whereas the 
second term is (rankl))(|j(5^ )-fi(l))) and we get the result. B 
(3.1.7) Lemma 
Suppose that S is a stable holomorphic bundle and make the induction 
hypothesis that the main theorem has been proved for bundles of lower rank. 
If S can be expressed as an extension 0 ^ ^ 、 ， ~ > ^ >0 (so that by 
the definition of stability, /j(于)< _ < )，then there is a connection 
A o n S s.t. J(A) < (rank于)（/i(S)-"(于)）+ (rankZ)(fj(Z)-fj(S)) = Ji , say. 
Proof: Any holomorphic bundle 于 has a Harder-Narasimhan filtration: 
0 = £ - • • 于fc =于 
with V ^ i - i semistable and /J(矛于i_i) decreasing with i. (This follows 
immediately from the existence of a maximal semistable subbundle for any 
bundle over a compact Riemann surface, see Kobayashi [16] P.137). Then by the 
Jordan-Holder theorem (see Kobayashi [16] P.137), which states that 
” If S is a semistable vector bundle over a compact Riemann surface M, there 
is a filtration of S by subbundles 0 = ！^+丄 g c. . .c s^ £ Sq = S 
s.t. Si/Si+i are stable and "(器丄/若“丄）=/J(S) for i = 0,l””k each 
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semistable bundle 于 h a s in turn a filtration with associated ^ij stable 
and ^(^iP = < 口(于1). If 于〈器 are the bundles in the statement of 
the lemma, we must have /j(^ ij) < "⑶ since S is stable. Also, rank(Sij) < 
rank(S)，we can suppose inductively that each ^^^ has an Einstein-Hermitian 
connection. 
Observe that for a general extension 0 > ^ " ^ ^ 令以 ~ ^ 〇，the 
connection in。⑵ given by triples (Ay, ku、tp) converges in C① as t — 0 
to a connection in o(^etZ). Apply this observation to each of the steps in the 
filtrations we find connections k、e o⑵（t t 0) converging as t ~ ^ 0 to 
A各 € ^iP and hF(A^) = 2 n h， w h e r e A予 is the diagonal matrix with 
entries /j(Sij) < /j(S) (since tSi^  admit Einstein-Hermitian connections by 
assumption). Similarly, there are A圣 一 A圣,AF(A|) = and entries of A^ 
are greater than 
For each t, A务 and A圣 define an operator d^ on the forms with values in the 
C① bundle corresponding to For tT^ O, choose the harmonic representative 
Pt of the cohomology class corresponding to i.e. d^pt = 0, scaled to 
IIPJI 2 = 1. Since dt~>do as t ~ > 0 and the d, are elliptic on 
li 
T(T*(M)。，i®(R®于)），there is a bound |旧』。0 < constant uniform in t (Reason: 
for each t and each a € T(T、M)。，I®(5&*®3^ )) we have elliptic bounds Hall 
C,(l!d^ all 2 + ll«ll 2) which implies, for oc = Pt f ^t HPt"^? , and C^ 
can be uniformly bounded since d^ converges). 
For s , t > 0, {A^Ah^Pt) gives connection A(s,t) e o(名)with curvature 
F<s’t 卜 卜 / ” 
It is clear that J(A{s,t)) ~ > J! as s, t — 0. We have to check that for 
suitably chosen s and t, J(A(s,t)) < J! • 
Since A^ 一 /i(S)I于 has all its eigenvalues negative, the same is true for 
nearby matrices, and for such matrices M, u(M) = -Tr(M) by definition of u. 
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Using the uniform bound on the and ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ h , together with the 
corresponding facts for the other component, we have for small s and t, 
^.AF(s,t) 一 （客)i) = jf2s2|pt|2+ e{t) where e(t) ~ ^ 0 as t ~ > 0. 
27C 
So, J(A(S,t))2 = (Jf2s2|Pt|2+ £(t))2 
JM 
= - 4Jis'f + 4s'r iPtl' 
^M JM 
+ 2Jif e(t) - iPt 丨 2e(t)2 + J 
」11 M M 
2 、 2 2 
Choosing s so small that s^f l^t'^ is much less than JiS iPt 丨： 
JM M 
(using the uniform bound again), so then t small enough for the terms with e 
to be negligible gives J(A(s，t)) < J! • 臞 
Proof of Theorem (3丄1): 
By (3.1.6), if S is indecomposable with an Einstein-Hermitian connection 
(i.e. J = 0)，then S must be stable (see also (2.5.1)). 
Conversely, if % is stable and the theorem has been proved for bundles of 
lower rank, then infJlo(S) is attained in o(S). If not, by (3.1.5), 3 ^ s.t. 
deg5^ = degS and rank5^ = rank客；Hom(S,?) * 0 and infJl。(幻之 infJlo(5). 
In general, if cr.S ~ > 5 is a (nonzero) holomorphic map of bundles over M, 
there are proper extension and a factorization 
0 — — > 于 — — ^ % — — > t — — > 0 
a 丄P 
0 < — — 5 < — — ^ < — — i t < — — 0 
with rows exact, rank£ : rankit, detp^iO, degZ ^ degA (see Narasimhan & 
Seshadri [20]). Since fj{JH) ^  fJ⑵ > fj(^) = 灼 ， w e can applying (3.1.6) to 
the bottom row and get infio(5) ^  J。，whereas applying (3.1.7) to the upper 
row, we have infJlo(S) < Ji • Hence, Ji > JQ » But rank!) = rank，and by 
(2.4.5), /i(S) ^  W于）which implies J。^ J^ which is a contradiction. 
* 2 
So suppose Jlo(s) is attained at A e。(：!)• The operator d^d^ acting on L? 
self-adjoint sections of End(E) has kernel the constant scalars, because any 
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other element of the kernel would have eigenspaces that would decompose % 
holomorphically (or because, by (2.4.11), the stable bundle % is simple); 
therefore kerd^d^ = {XI : Xe(C}. Now is an unit element w.r.t. 
2 p i I .1/2 _ 
the L inner product since J T r ( r a n k ( 幻 丄 " r a n k ⑶ 丄 一 
M 
八F 
( _ ± _ r rank(S)}"2 = i, as M is of unit volume. Hence the projection of ^ 
••rank ⑵ J 。八 
n 1 AF 
onto kerd:dA is {J T r ( g r a r ^⑵丄 r a n i ( S )丄 " = r a n k⑶ (況 )工 
M “ 
=deg器 I = u(S) I • We have 27t^{S)I-AF(A) is orthogonal to 
ranks 
, 2 
the kernel and by Hodge theory, there is a self-adjoint h e L2 s.t. 
d^d^h = 2nii(m - AF{A). 
For small t, 1+th = g^ e ^^ , let A^ = g“A) e o(S). Then the curvature is 
F(At) = F(A) - + 〜gt)) - ^AgtSt'^^Agt + 
By the expansion (1+th)"^ = (1-th-t2h2 ), we have 
F(At) = F(A) - ——))+ 5A(a-th-t2h2 )(tdAh)) 
-(td^h)(i-2th-t^h^——Htd^h) 
+ (i-th-t2h2-.. • )(taAh)(taAh)(i-th-t2h2-...) 
二 F(A) - + q(t,h), where q(t，h) involves the terms t^ 
and the second derivative of h with llq(t,h)ll 2 ^  C (llhll o) t^  for small t. 
Ju jl#2 
Hence, AF(A^) = AF(A) - AtOA-^A^A)^^ + Aq(t,h) 
二 AF(A) + td^d^h + Aq(t,h) since =八(a^V否a^a) 
:A f (A ) + t(27r/i(S)I - AF(A)) + Aq(t,h) 
=(1 - t)AF(A) + t2 叩(S)I + Aq(t,h). 
^ - = ( 1 - ; ) 厂 + tM(S)I + A a ^ - M 如 
“ 二 + ( 1 - 够 ) 1 + ^ ^ ^ . 
Z Tt 么 K 
n(Af々)-/J(S)I) = (l-t)N(^!^ - + O(t') 
and if J{A^) is to be a minimum at t = 0 we must have 八^二 = /j(S)I . 
We know that in some gauge the solution is smooth (i.e., there is u € ^ with 
u(A) smooth. This follows easily from the local existence of a good gauge, 
see Uhlenbeck [22] corollary 14). Thus in each o(S) there is at least one 
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Einstein-Hermitian connection as required. 
Finally, to see that A is unique up to the action of % on o(S), we note that 
any can be factored into i = g-u with g = g" and u e ^ (recall that if 
M G GL(n,(C), then M = U-N where U G U(n) is unitary and N is a positive 
definite Hermitian matrix). So, if A and B are distinct solutions we can 
suppose B : g(A) where g = Then AF(A) = AF(B) = 2 叩 ⑶ I implies 
Taking the trace r = Tr(g') of this gives At ^ 0 with equality holds iff 
5Ag2=0. By the maximum principle of Laplacian the only possibility is At = 0 
everywhere and aAg'=aAg'=0- Again since S is simple, we must have g = cl^, 




Existence of Einstein-Hermitian Metric on Stable Vector 
Bundle over a Projective Algebraic Manifold 
Let E be a stable vector bundle of rank r over a projective algebraic 
manifold (M,g) of complex dimension n. Let X = (volM) r a n M E )貼 defined in 
(1.2.2), where o) = i ^  g._dz^Adzis the Hodge form. 
^ u 
Formulation of the problem: let Hq be a fixed background Hermitian metric. 
Instead of looking at the space of all Hermitian metrics H, we consider 
况 = { h € EndE : h=HH~^ which are positive & self-adjoint w.r.t. H。}. 
For each h € regard -{AF-XI)h as a "tangent vector" of ？t • Hence we get a 
tangent vector field on 況 whose zeros correspond to the desired Einstein-
Hermitian metrics. 
We integrate the above vector field from any initial point (in 
particular, from the identity endomorphism) and get the integral curve 
h=h(t), for 0 ^  t< t^ where t① is the maximum time-parameter value to which 
we can extend the integral curve. More precisely, h(t) satisfies the 
following evolution equation: 
fth ⑴ = - ( 〜 ⑴ 
L h ( 0 ) = 、 
We are going to show that the above evolution equation is solvable for all 
finite time t, that is t①=OO • Also, the limit h(co) G ？t gives an Einstein-
Hermitian metric which is the desired result. 
Remarks: 
1) The reasons for using the vector field _(AF-)J)h instead of simply (AF-XI) 
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is i) Since AF = to make our evolution equation of the 
dz dz 
same type as the heat equation, the left-hand side should be — h ' instead of 
O u 
. . a h 
just • 
at 
ii) ^ log(deth) = Tr(—h"^) = Tr(-(AF-XI)) which can always be made to 
at at 
vanish by a conformal change (using Hodge theorem). Hence we can guarantee 
the normalization det(h):l for the solution of our evolution equation. This 
is necessary because the equation is unchanged after multiplying h by a 
positive constant. For Uhlenbeck-Yau's proof [23], they consider the 
perturbed 1 -parameter family of equations: 
Le,a(h) = (XI-AF^^) _ d { h ' \ h ) + elogh 一 = 0 , 
where 0 a ：^  1 and e is large. The same normalization has to be obtained 
from the maximum principle of Laplacian. 
2) The evolution equation is some parabolic equation like the heat equation 
and there is only one direction for which we have a solution for all time. 
This accounts for the negative sign in -(AF->J)h . 
4.1 Existence of solution of the evolution equation for all finite tiine 
We use the continuity method, with the normalization det{h) s 1. 
(4.1.1) Openness: 
The evolution equation is a parabolic equation in nature. By the solvability 
of a non-linear parabolic equation for small time, we have a smooth solution 
for t G [0,e) where z is sufficiently small. 
The rest of the section is dedicated to the study of the "closedness". 
(4.1.2) Lemma 
With the conformal change Ht=h(t)Ho , — ^ = ^a、(二h ). 
a t a t 
Hence, along the flow -{AF-XI), AF satisfies the heat equation 
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( L 一 A)(AF)=O. 
a t 
Proof: F = F + a((a h(t))h(t)-i) implies 
HT «O Aq 
翌二 a h)h"^) (from now on, we suppress the variable t) 
at at 〜 
at ° ° ° ° 
二 a ^ ( a h h ' V h O H (since the last term is independent of t) 
at ° ® 
= a ^(a(hH )H-V') 
at 0 ® 
= a - a ( h H o ) H > - i f h’ 
= a (a(些h-i) + 些 - dm-'^h') = d d A - ' i 
at at ^t A at 
Along the given flow, — : ddJ-lAF-XI)) : 
Hence, ~(AF) : A(^F) : -Aaa (AF) 二 A(AF), 
at at A 
which means - A){AF) = 0. • 
at 
(4.1.3) Proposition 
Let e = |F|2 ; S = |AF|2; e = k ^ 0 w.r.t. the global iZ—norm. 
k A 
Then along the flow — - ( A F - X I ) , we have 
at 
1) - A) e ^ 0. 
at 
2) - A) e ^ C(e"2+e). 
at 
3) _ A) e ^ C ^ e " ^ " 、 ： ! ） ) , where C and C^ are constants 
at k k fc ^ ^ 
depending on the Riemannian metric on M. 
Proof: 
1) ( I 一 A) “ （ I - A)(AF,AF) = 2 R E ( ( ^ 一 A)AF, AF) - 2|V(AF)|^ 么 0， 
dt dt 抚 
since the first term vanishes by (4.1.2). 
2) First we c l a i m :汪 = _ A F along the flow -(AF-XI). 
at A at 
Proof of c l a i m :些 = ^ O h h " ' ) = -ahh-i^h-、(d^)h-' 
at at dt at 
=ahh"\AF-XI) + a(-(AF-XI)h)h"^ 
=A(AF-XI) - a{AF-XI) - (AF-XI){ahh"^) 
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=-{a{AF~xi) + [AF-XI,A]) 
=-d (AF-XI) 二 -dJJsFy 
A A 
� �� 
But from the Kahler identity = [6^ ,八]:己八八“"八〜’ 
(here A ： V ( M ) ® E ) — V ( M ) ® E ) is given by i^.iL*, where 
L{(p)=o)A(p, which is the natural generalization of A, see Kobayashi [16] P.65.) 
we have ^ = -6 (AF) 二 - ) F 二 (since 8 F = 0 by Bianchi identity). 
at A A A A A 
Hence, ^ = ^ aA = a ^ = -5 a^F = -A F (since A / =a ^ F + ^ 否/ =3《F). 
dt dt dt 
We use the above result to prove Proposition 2, for any (l，l)-forin a with 
values in End(E), we have 
the Weitzenbock formula; A a = V*V a + {F ,a} + {R，(x}, 
A A A A 
where {,} denotes certain bilinear expression and R is the curvature of {M,g) 
2 * I 2 
and the Bochner formula: A|a| = -2(V^V^a,a)+21V^a • 
Hence,些=2(翌,F) = -2(•〜F,F)+{R,F,F}+{F,F,F} < Ae + {R,F,F} + {F,F,F}, 
dt at A A 
where {,} denotes certain trilinear expression. 
This implies — A)e ：^  for some constant C. 
at 
3) Since V depends on t, it does not commute with ^  • Taking a local frame 
O w 
3 d ^ J 
field s=(Si”.”Sn> of E , we obtain 。• - Vo—)s. = E • 
This shows that 已•-•上 is an algebraic derivation given by — . By 
at at dt 
induction on k, we have = + AoV^ 
Ot C»t = 饥 
Applying this to F making use of the Weitzenbock formula and the expression 
of — as in Proposition 2, we have 
at 
LoV^F = -V^V、F + {F,F} + {F,R}) + I •^({•F,^—}). 
at A A i+a=k-i 
Similarly, by induction on k, we can prove 
v W F = V"V V^F + V ({v"FyF}+{v"FyR}), 
“ “ i々 =k 
that is, + V ^ )(V^F) = I ({v'F,V^F}+{v'FyR}). 
at A A i.j-k 
Substituting this into 
(L — A)e = 2<(^ + V*V )(V^F),(V^F)> 一 (by Bochner formula) 
at ^ at A A A 
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we get the result. • 
(4.1.4) Corollary Suppose a smooth solution for the evolution equation is 
defined for o^t<Ty then 
1) sup e is bounded uniformly for t<T. This is true even for T =CD • 
M 
2) If also the curvature is uniformly bounded for t< T, then all the 
derivatives of F are uniformly bounded. 
Proof: 
1) By Proposition 1 of (4.1.3), ( — - A)e ^ 0 . By maximum principle of heat 
dt 
equation, supe is decreasing as a function of t, V t ：^  co. 
M 
2) The statement is true for k=0. Suppose it is inductively true for k,< k, 
then by Proposition 3 of (4.1.3), _ A)〜‘ C (1+〜）for some constant C. 
We note that the linear equation 
f — A)f= C(l+f> 
at 
. f ( 0 ) =〜 ( 0 ) 
has a smooth solution f defined V t 乏0, which in particular, is bounded for 
t<T. Then - •)((〜•_。” 
at k 
= - A){e - f) + (e -
at k k 
^ e-ct(C(l+e」-C(l+f)) - e-ctc(e -f) = 0. 
k K 
By maximum principle of heat equation, 
(e 一 ：f)e-ct and hence e is bounded uniformly for t<T. • 
\ k k 
(4.1.5) Lemma 
If (£. - A)e ^ C(e3"+e) and Fh⑴ is bounded in l/ norm for some r > 3n, 
at 
then Fh⑴ is uniformly bounded for t < T. 
Proof: The heat kernel H (x,y) for the heat operator ^ - A on M is given 
t at 
2 
asymptotically by constant • f^e"""…for small t and nearby points x,y G M 
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where r = d(x,y). 
By the transformation u^=prV4t, which gives = constant and 
hence (t-^e"^'^^^)V'^'Mr : constant we have for fixed 
X e M and for each t ^  T , IIH (x,.)l! ^ constant.七“…池. 
r (M) 
If p < so that n(l一P) > -1, we can find ^ > 1 s.t. 
尸 n一 1 P 
pT 
IIH (x,.)l{ 么 constant.if" ； that is, IIH (x,Oil ^ C (T) • 
t LP(M) JO LP(M) 
By the definition of heat kernel, we have 
e = Pdrf H - A)e dy + f H (x,y)e dy 
^ cTdirf H (x,y)(e3〜ejdy + f H (x,y)e dy (by prop.2 of (4.1.3)). 
Jo Jm t-T ‘  JM 
The last term v>(x,t) = [ H(x,y,t)e(y,0)dy is a solution of the heat equation 
C A)v> = 0 
at 
w tp(x,0) = e(x,0) 
Hence f H(x,y,t)e dy ^ supe^ (since solution to a heat equation is a 
decreasing function of t), whereas the first term is bounded by 
C r{IIH(x,.,t-x)ll p He(.,T：严+e(.,T)ll J dr where 圭 + 全 = 1 • 
\ L L 
If we have l/ norm of F bounded where r>3n, then L^ norm of e is bounded 
for q>n (that is p< Hence the first term is also bounded. So we have 
the supremum norm of F is bounded if l/ norm of F is bounded for r>3n. • 
(4.1.6) Proposition 
Suppose H ，0^t<T, is a l-parameter family of metrics s.t. 
1) H converges in C® norm to some continuous metric H^ as t ~ > T. 
2) sup IAF12 bounded uniformly for t < T . 
M 
Then H is uniformly bounded in C^ and L^ norms and hence F„ is bounded in 
t ^ 
LP norm, for all p < a, independent of time t < T . 
Proof: Suppose not, H is unbounded in C^ norm, then 3 t.—^ T and x e M s.t. 
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sup|VH.| = m . is achieved at x and m . ~ > co (where H.= H^.). By taking 
n i l I 
subsequence, assume x. converges to some point in M (recall M is compact), it 
becomes a local problem with local coordinates {z^} in the polydisc 
D = < 1 } and H. is regarded as a matrix-valued function in z"，s. 
By a slight translation of coordinates, we can assume sup|VHj=in. is achieved 
� � 
at z = 0 for all i .For each i, let H.(z)=H.(—). Then sup|VHj=l is achieved 
1 1 i ° 1 
at z=0 and {-AH.H：' + AdH .HT'aH .HT'XZ) = is uniformly bounded 
in Di by assumption 2 (because AFH.(z/m.) = -{(AH.)H:'+ AaH.HT'aH.HT^Xz/id.);-
AH.(z)=in:'(AH.(z/in.)) ； dH.(z)=in:'(aH.(z/m.)) and OT.(z)=in-'(aH.(z/m.)) )• 
Since H and VH are uniformly bounded on D (respectively by m . and 1), we 
i i ^ 
have lAH I is uniformly bounded on D • Recall the elliptic estimate 
i 1 
Itfli <c IIAfK +C llfll for all f e vanishing near the boundary of D^ 
p,2 1 P , 0 2 1 ,0 2 
〜 OD 
and apply this estimate to pH. , where p is a C function which is 1 in 
� 
and decreases to zero near the boundary of D^ • We have H. are bounded, 
independent of i, in L^ norm, V p < co . 
For p > 2n+2，L^ < ~ > C^ is compact, so there exists a subsequence of H. 
2 � which converges in C^ to some H①.From assumption 1, the total variation of 〜 〜 〜 
H is zero (by continuity), hence |VH (0)| : 0. On the other hand |VH.(0)| 二 
00 
1 Vi which implies lim|VH.{0)| = l^ H①（0)| = 1, hence a contradiction. 
As in the above, by the elliptic estimate, H^ is bounded in L^ for all P < 
Hence, F„ = a(aH H"^) is bounded in l/ norm Vp < co • 臞 
‘ "t t t 
Remark: A similar result for t = oo will be discussed in (4.2.13). 
Finally, the following theorem yields immediately the solution of the 
evolution equation for all finite time. 
(4.1.7) Theorem Suppose a smooth solution H^ to the evolution equation is 
defined for 0 ^  t <T . Then H converges in to some continuous metric H^ 
as t ~ > T . 
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In order to prove this theorem, we first establish the following lemma which 
1 
also gives the uniqueness of the solution to the evolution equation 沉 h = 
-(AF-XI). 
(4.1.8) Definition Let H and K be two Hermitian metrics, let r(H,K) =Tr(HK ) 
and a{H,K) 二 T ( H , K ) + T ( K , H ) - 2 rank(E). 
(We remark that although a is not a metric on the space of all Hermitian 
metrics, it has the property that a(H,K) ^ 0 with equality holds iff H:K. 
Also, H ~ > H in C® topology iff sup a(H ,H) ~ > 0 •) 
i M 1 
(4.1.9) Lemma 
If H and K satisfy the evolution equation, then — - Aa ^  0 • 
Proof: Suffices to show — - AT: 
dt 
^^ 二 Tr(巡K-i-HK-i巡K-i) 
at at at 
=Tr(-(AF -XI)HK"^HK'\aF -XI)) 
H K. 
=Tr((AF -AF )k) where k=HK"^. 
K H 
Since = F + 6 (O k)k"^), 
H K K & 
we have 竺 = - T r { A a (O k)k"^)k) 
at K K 
二 Tr(A k-AO k)k"^a k)) 
K K K 
= A T - Tr(A(a k)k " ^A k)) 
K ft-
^ AT (since Tr(A k)=ATrk=AT(H,K) and k is positive definite). • 
(4.1.10) Uniqueness of solution: 
By maximum principle of heat equation, if we have h , H^H^^ and K^H^S 
0<t<T, are two smooth solutions of the evolution equation, having the same 
initial condition h = k^ ； then h : k for all 0 ：^  t < T . 
Q 0 X X 
Reason: t(H ,K： ) = 0, V 0 丄 t < T , by (4.1.9). 
t "t 
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Proof of theorem (4丄7): 
By continuity at t = 0, 3 6 > 0 s.t. 
sup a{H , H ,) < £ for 0< t,t,< 6 • 
M t t' 
B Y maximum principle of heat equation, we have sup ，只“工） 
M 
is a decreasing function in t ； therefore, we have sup cj(H^  < e ^^r 
M 
(T_5)<t,t，<T. That is, H^ is uniformly Cauchy and converges in to a 
continuous metric H^ . • 
(4.1.11) We know that a (unique) solution exists for a short time. Suppose it 
can be continued for some maximal interval 0:^t<T (as a smooth solution to the 
differential equation). By theorem (4.1.7), there is convergence of H^ 
from the left to a continuous H^ , Then by (4.1.6), the curvature is bounded 
in lP norm V p < co ； and hence by (4.1.5), it is uniformly bounded V 0<t<T • 
Applying corollary (4.1.4), we have every covariant derivatives of curvatures 
are uniformly bounded for 0^t<T. By ellipticity this implies that H^ are 
bounded in C^ V k . ( Reason: k=l is shown in (4.1.6), suppose H^ is 
bounded in hence all first order partial derivatives of H^ are bounded 
in ck-2 ； by AF=(AHt)Vi+ we have AH^ bounded in C _ and 
regularity implies H^ bounded in 
0 ① 
Hence, the convergence H ^ - ^ H^ in fact converges in C . By starting at H^ , 
using the short time existence again, we can extend the solution to [0,T+e). 
From the above continuity argument, we have the evolution equation 
f hh"^ = -(AF-XI) ” . 
< is uniquely solvable for all time. 
.h(0) = Id 
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4.2 Convergence of solution for infinite time 
To get the convergence of the solution of the evolution equation at infinite 
time, we will employ induction on the dimension of the base manifold, using a 
"restriction theorem" of Metha & Ramanathan [19]. In order to pass down to a 
hypersurface, the Donaldson functional will be introduced as follows. 
(4.2.1) Secondary characteristics: For H and H, two metrics on E, we have two 
Chern forms in the same (p,p)-class differ only by dd of a (p-l,p-l)-form. 
This (p-l,p-l) form is called the secondary characteristics. (For a more 
general exposition, consult Donaldson [6] section 1.2 or the original work of 
Bott & Chern [4].) We only need the two simplest cases p = 1 and 2 • 
1。： Recall Ci(E,H) = ^ TrF : 六 aa{log(cietH)). 
So, for any two metrics H & K, 




Hence, the secondary Chern class is - ^log(detHK )• 
(4.2.2) We define Ri(K,H) 二 log(detHK-i) • 
If H depends on t, then Ri(Ho，Ht) = log(detH^Ho"^). 
|^Ri(H。,Ht) = |^log(det(h)) : Tr(藉h-i) where h = H^H"'. 
If we have the normalization det(h) = 1 , Ri(Ho，Ht) = 0. 
2°: Let Ht=h(t)Ho be a 1 -parameter family of metrics, by 沉F^ = ) , 
we have |jTr(FAF) : 2TT(FAdd^(^h'^)) 
= 2 T r ( 初 ( b y Bianchi identity) 
= 2 a a T r ( F | | h " ' ) • 
So, the secondary characteristics involves the term 
h"^)dt , which depends on the path h(t)Ho • 




The Donaldson functional for two metrics H & K is given by 
M ( H , K ) = {NR2(H,K)A(ON-I->TRI(H,K)O>N}， 
JM 
where R2(H,K) defined by a path connecting H and K. 
Hence, for a 1-parameter family of metrics H^ , we have 
^M(Ho,Hj = f niTr(F蒜h-VoTi- X T r (蒜 h . V 
M 
= f (by argument similar to (1.1.5)). 
, ot 
M 
The curve of the steepest descent for M is given exactly by 
(4.2.5) -(AF„^-XI). 
(4.2.6) We note that although R2(Ho，H) is defined by integrating along a path 
joining Ho to H , M is independent of the choice of the path. 
Proof: I^Tr(Fhth-i) = TrCF^Kh"'. Fh^^h"'- Fh^h-'h^h"') 
:Tr(初“hsh-i)hth-、Fhsth-i-
Therefore, - —TrCFh^h"^) 
=Tr( Fhth-ihsh-i- Fh^h-'hth"') 
=Tr( Fhth-ihsh、hsh-iFhth]- ) 
( b y the commutation formula aa^Ch^h"^) : - Fh^h"^ hJci'^F ) 
=Tr( - a ^ a ( h g h " d d j h ^ h ' ^ ) h g h " ^ ) 
(since Tr(Fhth-ihsh-i) = TrChsh'^Fh^h"^) )• 
Hence, -
= [ T r ( -dA5(hsh-i)hth-i- 5dA(hth-i)hsh-i 
JM 
=、Tr( d(h,h-')djh,h') + )八0^1 by integration by parts 
:()• . ..(x) ( since Tr(AAB+BAA) = 0 for A & B are matrices of 1-forms.) 
If we have two paths L^ and L? joining Ho to H , then there is a family of 
paths h(s,t), 0<s,t<l, joining H。& H with h(s,0) : Id and h(s,l) = HH'' such 
that h(0,t) and h(l,t) are L! and L? respectively. 
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T h e n w e h a v e U R ^ A c o " 、 U i( Tr(Fh,h-^)dt)Aco"-' 
= i r M |_Tr(FKh-i一n-1 dt = i fi • Tr(Fhsh-i)Aoridt by (x) 
=if Tr(Fhsh-i)Aor”i = 0 as hs = 0 at t = 0 U , 
K t=o 
which proves the path-independence of M . • 
(4,2.7) We want to know how the Donaldson functional for M is related to the 
one for a hypersurface M，of M along the flow ^ h — i : - (八卩日 ^一 ^ ) . We recall 
the following equation of Poincare-Lelong (see Griffiths k Harris [9] p.388). 
Let U be a domain in and s a holomorphic function in U. Let V be the 
hypersurface in U defined by s = 0. As a current, V coincides with >log!sl, 
、 i r 一 
that is, n = ：；： (logisi)aan , 
% 巩 J u 
for all (n_l,n-1)-forms 77 with compact support in U. 
We extend this to a projective algebraic manifold M and a closed hypersurface 
M，defined by a holomorphic section of the line bundle L®", where L is a 
positive line bundle over M with Ci(L) = [o] (see Wells [24] p.234). Let s be 
a global holomorphic section s.t. M，is defined by s = 0. By multiplying a 
small positive constant, we may assume that the pointwise length of s is less 
than 1 everywhere on M. Let f 二 ^ o g l s l ? . As a current, f is negative and 
iddf =吉(^aioglsl) - ^ • That is, 
(4.2.8) i [ fddn = i f n - ~ r 17AG). 
^M ^ V 〜 
First we note that the constant X defined by (1.2.2) in the definition of 
M„(H，K) remains the same for iVf„.(H,K) where H & K are any two metrics on E. 
Reason: By writing r] = Ci(E)Aa)''"^  in (4.2.8), we get 
、Ci(E)ag)""' = 75^  J Ci(E)A0>n-i, 
and by substituting n , we get 
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V 
n-1 /i ,、n 
c (0 . 
V M 
Hence, X is the same for both cases. 
Therefore, by substituting r} = (nR2-Ri0))0)" 
— M l = ^ J (nR2-XRiO)) 0)"'' 
M 
=一 fiaa(nR2-XRiO})co'"^+ i f 
where V>(F„) = | Tr{F^) + X iTr(F„)G) • 
Reason: By definition of Rj and R ? , 
1°: -iXOaRi)0) = -iX(Tr(F„^)-Tr(F„))o) = iX(Tr(F„hTr(FH^))o3 . 
2。： inaaR. = ini/ aaTr(F|^h-')dt = n / aaTr(F|^h-')dt 
0 ^^ 0 
= I / |jTr(FAF)dt = I (Tr(F^)-Tr(F^^)). 
With normalization det(h) = 1, R! 二 0 & TrF^ = TvF^^ 
that is, M,，= M, + ^ J 
M 
By argument similar to (1.3.1), we have the general formula : 
Since f is non-negative, we have 
f f {(考)2{(ATrF)2-rTr(AF)2}A0)n + i(TrF)'A(o"-'}. 
As AFh and TrF^ are bounded uniformly for all t (see (4.1.4)), 
、f Tr(Fj)Aa)n-2 ig bounded above by a constant independent of t and hence, 
(4.2.9) ^ Ci M^ * q where q and C^ ^ are two constants. • 
Next, we would like to know how to estimate a Hermitian metric in terms of 
the Donaldson functional when there is an Einstein-Hermitian metric. The 
result will play an vital role in the induction argument. 
Let Ho be an Einstein-Hermitian metric of E, then any Hermitian metric is of 
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the form e-Ho for some trace-free section s of End(E) over M which is 
pointwise self-adjoint w.r.t. Hq . 
(4.2.10) Proposition 
lilogTre^ ll 1 么 const.{M(Ho,e^Ho) + MHo,e^Ho)^}. 
L ( M ) 
Proof： 
1。： Join Ho to e^Ho by line segment e^^Ho (0<t^l). Let h = HHo' : e^^ it 
is an endomorphism Hermitian w.r.t. both H and HQ . 
Let M t ) = MHo,e-Ho), f^h"^ = s implies ^ = J Tr{{AF-XI)s)co" and 
一 r Tr(A(^)s)(o^ = f iTr((||)s)co""' (by argument similar to (1.1.5)). 
Jm at JM dt 
Since HQ is Einstein-Hermitian,莊=0 at t = 0 • 
Also, from | | = d O ^ i ^ h ' ) ) = 丸 s， w e have 
^ = f iTr((5aAS)S)(0n-l = f i(§as浮)S》n-1 二 J i OsJ A Ss^ (^ n-l 
= f i H^^H - i^AdsP cTi = [ <as,as> • 
T« a o: H 
At any point p, we choose a local trivialization of E s.t. Ho is the identity 
matrix, s is diagonal with eigenvalues X^-.-Ar • Then, 
<as,as> = E lasfi W(Uft-Xa)t)； H OC 
that is, \ l • We integrate the expression and 
dt J - ® 
get fl： ！3sP|2{(e(X『X«)t-i)/(Xp-、）}, since ^ = 0 at t = 0. 
" a 2 
Integrating again, we have M = [ E 2{(e(入『、)-(人『、)_1) / (Xp-X^f], 
JM 
since M{t) = 0 at t = 0 by definition of R! and R ? . 
2。： From elementary calculus, we have e^-x-1 ^ 乏（丄 +叉） V x e R. 
Hence, { ( e ( 入 厂 、 ) - ( X p - ^ 
= ^ ( 1 + 2 X 各 , 
and so I lasPl = E lasjl 
a 
2 
^ - P . r e(妒丄(X『\x>-1 + 2+2〜2、l/2>l/2 
^ ^ ~ {2(l+2Xp+2Xo^) } 
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r « I Ur^J J 
I a L (Xjg-Xof) 
Hence, by Cauchy Inequality, "asll^i^^ = (J | 5 S I H / = (J E I否S^I)? 
U M M 
^ const. M ( H o , e % ) ( l + f IsIHJ : const. M(Ho,e%){l+lls|lLi(„,„^)) 
JM 
3°； We claim that there exists a constant C s.t. IISIIL1(M,Ho) ^。H否SIIL1(M,Ho) 
for all endomorphisms s of E which is pointwise trace-free and self-adjoint 
w.r.t. Ho • Reason: Suppose not, 3 sequence Sj^  of End(E) s.t. 
IIMIL1(M,H。）= 1 AND II5MIL1(M,H。)一 0 a s P 一 ① • 
By Hermitian property, : iaH。SplL which means s^ are Li(M,Ho) 
bounded. By Rellich's lemma, there exists subsequence of s^； converges 
strongly in l\m,HO) to some s①；that is, J Is^-SplH。、0 • Therefore, 5s① 
M 
is zero in the sense of distribution which means s① is a holomorphic 
endomorphism of E, so s①=久 I, (since E is stable, by (2.4.11)，it is 
simple). Hence Soo = 0 as s is trace-free, which contradicts to 
IIsodM(m,Ho) = lim IMl1(m,HO) : ^ • 
Hence, we have IISI1L1(M,HO) ^  C^ H6SIIL1(M,HO) 
^ &const. M(Ho)e^n 
)(1+IISIIt1(m Hn)) (by 2 ) 
< const. {M(Ho,e^Ho)+M(Ho,e^Ho)^} • 
(because if a^^ b{l+a) where a k 0, then 
we have a ^ aV(l+a) ^ b which implies a^^ b(l+a) ^ b(l+b).) 
4。： Finally, llogTre^L ^ logr + ISIH。 
Reason: |s|„^= \ with 之 … 〜 ( b y possibly rearranging the order 
of the local coframe and recall H^ = Id) 
and Tre" = . 
Hence, -(logr + ISIH。）么一ISIH。‘ 久犷 < logTre"^ log(re入” 
^ logr +lXil 么 logr + ISIIHO • 
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r 2 
From 3° and 4。，we get const.J ISIH。 
M 
2 
：^  const.{M(Ho,e%o)+M(Ho,eSHo) } • • 
(4.2.11) Remark: If there is a smooth family of M parametrized by an open 
neighbourhood U of 0 in R尤 and a smooth family of holomorphic stable vector 
bundles E over each M, each carries an Einstein-Hermitian metric HQ which is 
also a smooth function of the variable in U; then by shrinking U, one can 
assume the constant chosen in (4.2.10) is independent of the variable in U. 
The reason is that the only step that may give us trouble is the proof of 
|js|lLi(„,Ho) ^  C II5sIIl1(ii,h。）using Rellich，s lemma. When we have a parameter 
in U, the same process can be repeated with s^'s possibly defined over 
manifolds with different parameters. 
The last estimate we need is the following general result. 
(4.2.12) Lemma Recall Ho is the background metric on E, which need not be 
Einstein-Hermitian, and H(t)=h(t)Ho . Then AlogTrh ^ -(I AFh^! + I AFhI ). 
Proof： F„ - Fho二 5((aA。h)h-i)=(勒Aoh)h-i+ 
(F„ - F„^)h = (aa^^h) + 
今 - A ( F „ - F„^)h : 一A(5aAoh) - A(d^h)h-\dh) 
：^  Tr八(FHO一 FH)h = -TrAOa^^h) 一 TrA(aAoh)h-i(ah) • 
By ATrh = -TrA{ddj,^h) , we have 
ATrh = THAFh。- AFH)h + TrA(aA。h)h-i(3h) • 
ATrh iVTrhl^ 
Therefore, AlogTrh = 
Trh (Trh)2 
, .1 _ 丨 VTrhlZ 
=(Trh)"'Tr(AFH - AFH)h + (Trh)-'TrA(a^ h)h O h ) - — — 
0 (Trh)^ 
1 一 1 - 、 IVTrhl' 
^ -(IAFh I+IAFhD + (Trh)-'TrA(a^ h)h O h ) - — — • 
0 “ (Trh)z 
We want to show the last two term is greater than 0, choose local coordinates 
about a point p and local trivialization of E s.t. HQ is the 
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identity matrix and H is diagonal, then, 
(Trh)2 i=i a=i a=i i=i a=i a=i 
^ E (E ia,h« } = Z (ihS)-id laihS I'fhSrt 
i=i a=i a=i a=i i=i a=i a=i 
The following result is similar to (4.1.6), 
(4.2.13) Proposition 
Suppose Ht (O^t：^) is an one-parameter family of metrics on E s.t. 
1，）C® norm and Lj norm of H^ are bounded independent of t and eigenvalues of 
H. is bounded below by a positive constant independent of t • 
2 ) sup I AF I is bounded uniformly for all t ^ co . 
then we have C^ and L^ bounded of H^ for all finite p independent of t. 
Proof: by (4.1.6), we only need to verify, under the new assumption 1,, for 
CO 
any sequence H^. with t^~> oo , there is a subsequence t^^ s.t. ~今 H① 
where H① is some continuous Hermitian metric on E • 
By (4.1.12), AlogTr(H、0 ^ -(IAFh^ I + IAFh^ I) 
i J 
implies ATr(H^.H;J) ^ -(! AF„^ J +1 AFh^ ^ I )Tr(H^.H；^) 
^ "C where C is a constant independent of t • 
Therefore, with o defined as in (4.1.8), 
A{A(H,.,H,J) = A{Tr(H,.H;J) + Tr(H,.H；^) - 2 r a n k E }之 -2C • 
The lj\ bound of H^ implies there is subsequence H^.converges strongly in L 
norm; that is, [ -H^.l^——> 0 as i,j > ①.Hence, 
、Tr{(Ht.-Ht.)(HtrHt.)t} = [ la(H^ -H. ~ > 0 as i,j — ① ， \ 1 J i 3 \ 1 J 
which means ) converges in l/ to 0 as i,j ~ > ①. 
1 J 
Finally, let G(P,Q) be the Green's function for M (with normalization 
G(P,Q)dQ = 0, see Aubin [2] P.108 for the construction on compact 
J QGM 
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manifolds). Then (p(P) = — ^ ’ <P(Q)dQ + f G(P,Q)(-A炉)(Q)dQ 
vol M Jqqi Jq€M 
：^  — ^ f (p(Q)dQ + G(P,Q)dQ 
v o l M JQCM Q纽 JQ€M 
= ~ ^ f (p(Q)dQ • 
vol M jQen 
Apply to (jp = a(Ht.,Ht.), we have 
1 J 
supla(H,.,H,.)l ^ - ^ f 丨cr(Ht ,Ht )丨 > 0 as i,j ^ ①；that is, 
H 1 J y^ i- i i J QGM J 
Ht. approaches, in C® norm, to some continuous metric H① as i > ① » • 
In order to apply (4.2.13), we need 
(4.2.14) Proposition 
Along the flow -(AF-XI), Ht=h(t)Ho is in fact bounded in l J norm. 
口 I 
Proof: One can choose finite number of C① Hermitian metrics H(P) , 1 如众； 
s.t, V C① metric K on E, the entries of the Hermitian matrix representing K 
(l^ ) 一 1 
w.r.t. a local trivialization are linear functions of Tr(K(H ) ), ， 
with smooth coefficients depending on H…）(see remark (4.2.15) below). 
So the hi norm of H^ is bounded independent of t if we have the L! bound of 
Tr(K(H⑵r) independent of t for all • 
By (4.2.12), AlogTrOMH ⑵ ^ -(I 1 +1 AF^ I) 
implies ATr(Ht(H …)「1) ^  -(I AF^^^,) I + I AF^ I) Tr((Ht(H(…广）• 
"t 
Multiplying by Tr(Ht(H…〉）])and integrating by parts, we get 
、{(Aa^-|Val^)/2} = f aAa ^ ( IAF^^^,) 1 +1AF^ I 
」M M ^M t 
where a = Tr(H“H⑵广). 
Hence, [ I I' ：^  2 (lAF^^pj 1 +I AF^ I )Tr(Ht(H(…)_Y. 
」M M t 
Since 丨八F ⑴、丨 is independent of t ,丨AF。丨 is bounded independent of t by 
H…J Ht 
(4.1.4) and norm of H^ is bounded independent of t, the result follows. • 
(4.2.15) Remark: The above observation is elementary, and a simple example 
may be useful for illustration. Let K = ^ ^ , consider H 主，1 ^  i ：^  4 with 
‘ » 
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( H⑴ = f j ；1 ； (H(2)ri =f? a •’（H(3))-I =(； ；) ； (H (4))-I =(； If). 
Then, T r ( K ( H ⑴ = a+d = A ； Tr(K(H(2))-i) 二 =B 
Tr(K(H(3))-i) : a+b+d = C ； Tr(K(H⑷广）：a+b+{c/2)+d = D， 
and so a=B+2C-2A-2D ； b=C-A ； c=2(D-C) ； d=A-B-2C+2D. 
We are ready to handle the convergence of the solution of the evolution 
equation when t — ① , w e want to show that the limit of H^ exists and is 
Einstein-Hermitian. We need to show that along the flow 沉h— = -(AF-XI), the 
lP norm of H^=h(t)Ho^ is bounded independent of t. In view of (4.2.13) and 
(4.2.14), it suffices to prove that along the flow, each eigenvalue of h is 
bounded from below on M by a positive number independent of t. This is 
achieved by induction on the complex dimension n of the base manifold. 
(4.2.16) Induction hypothesis: 
We assume when the complex dimension of the base projective algebraic 
manifold M is n - U l , every stable holomorphic vector bundle over M admits an 
Einstein-Hermitian metric. (The dimension 1 case is proved in chapter 3.) 
The following "restriction" theorem by Mehta and Ramanathan [19] will be 
quoted, which states that 
(4.2.17) Theorem 
Let M be a projective algebraic manifold with an ample (that is, positive) 
line bundle L with [L]=G). Let E be an [co]-stable vector bundle over M. Then 
there exists a positive integer m s.t., for a generic smooth V e ICrM(ni)|, the 
bundle Ely is [o]-stable. 
Hence, let L — M be a positive line bundle over M with CjL) = [o)] (recall 
M is projective algebraic , see Wells [24] P.234). If M, is a hypersurface of 
M defined by a non-trivial holomorphic section s of L®口 for fu sufficiently 
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large, then the restriction of a stable bundle to M，is again stable. 
We can assume there is a holomorphic family of such M，parametrized by the 
open disc D^ in (E of positive radius r s,t. union of all M，in the family 
contains a non-empty open subset Q of M. 
By induction hypothesis (4.2.16), we have an Einstein-Hermitian metric Hj for 
each member El^. s.t. Hj is C① function of parameter of D^ • 
With all these at hand, we are in the position to prove that along the flow 
些h-i= _(AF_XI)，logTrh is bounded above independent of t on M. 
3t 
Proof: 
1。： Since detH = detH。(normalization) and AF uniformly bounded (by (4.1.4)), 
M„,(Ho,Ht) ^ CiAf„(Ho,Hj + Cg by (4.2.9)； where C! and C? are constants 
independent of parameter in D^ . 
2。： Since = -[ Tr(AF-Xl)V ^ 0 (see (4.2.4)), is a non-
increasing function in t along the flow. So it is bounded above by a constant 
independent of t. Hence, 
⑷：Mm,(HJ,Ho) + Mm, (Ho,HJ by definition of R^ and R? 
^ M„,(Hj,Ho) + + C2 
is bounded from above by a constant independent of t and the parameter in D^. 
3。：丨丨logTrH(Hir\ioi,) is，by (4.2.10) and (4.2.11), bounded above by a 
constant independent of t and parameter in D^ , so is ||logTrHHo^llLi(M') (by 
writing H^ = hH。for some Hermitian endomophism h). By Fubini's theorem, 
lllogTrHH力丨(⑴ is bounded above independent of t. 
4O: Fix Pq E Q , B5 = B5(Po) is a small closed geodesic ball of positive 
radius 5 centred at P。• Let G5(P,Q) be the Green's function for MXB^ where P 
and Q are in (MXB^) (for the construction of Green's function on manifolds 
with boundary, see Aubin [2] P.122). For any C① function tp on (MXBg) ’ 
(p(P) = f T5(P，Q)(p(Q)dQ + [ G5(P，Q)A(p(Q)dQ , 
where T§(P,Q) is the boundary normal derivative of G5(P，Q) w.r.t. Q in the 
outward normal direction of M\B§ . 
Suppose B2n(Po) [ Q, apply the above formula to (p = logTrh on M\B^ , 
logTrh(P) = f Tn(P’Q)logTrh(Q)dQ + [ G^(P,Q)AlogTrh(Q)dQ • 
JdBr] M\Bq 
Therefore, |logTrh(P)l sup ITn{P,Q)l f llogTrh(Q) I dQ 
Q € dBq ^aB^ 
+ I [ Gn(P,Q)AlogTrh(Q)dQl 
< constant independent of t (for P G M\B2q). 
(Reason: By (4.1.3) and (4.2.10), AlogTrh > -(I A F h J + I AFh !) is bounded from 
> 
below independent of t. GjP.Q) is non-positive implies I G^(P,Q)AlogTrh I 
is bounded above independent of t. Also, as Q € aB^^ and P e M\B2r)， 
sup |Tn(P,Q)l is bounded. ) By applying the above argument to another 
Q € aBr^ ‘ 
point PQ，of Q instead of PQ SO that B^r^CPo) and B2n(Po，〉are disjoint 
subsets of Q, we obtain upper bound of logTrh on M independent of t. • 
Hence, together with det(h)=l (the normalization along the flow), each 
eigenvalue of h is bounded below on M by a positive number independent of t. 
Proof: h ( t ’ x ) = 卜 b y diagonalization. 
Suppose cxi(t’x) > 0 as t ~ > ①， 
det(h) = 1 means at least one of a^{t) ~ > co where j € {2,••”!•}, 
contradicting logTrh 二 log(ai+. . is bounded above for all t ：^  co . • 
1 
So we have, by (4.2.13) and (4.2.14), along the flow ^ h " 二 -(AF-XI), 
(4.2.18) Ht is bounded in L^ for all t効 and all finite p • 
(4.2.19) Lemma 
dh 1 
M„(Ho,H^) is bounded uniformly in t along 
the flow l^h" = -(AF-XI). 
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Proof: Joining H。to H^ by a path (l-s)Ho + sH^ , 0<s<l • We have 
Fk = a(OKs,t)<t) = + (涨 (報 s,t)<t 
s, t 0 
is bounded in L^ norm uniformly in t and s, because is bounded in C 
norm and K^ ^ . is bounded in L? norm uniformly in t and s. So, 
S I ^ 
Ri(Ho,Ht) = logdetlH^Ho^) is bounded in C® uniformly in t and 
R2(Ho,Ht) = i 广 Tr(FK (H^-Ho)K;\)ds is bounded in l/ uniformly in t for 
all finite p. Hence, 
M„{Ho Ht) 二 f {R2(H。,Ht)Aari-XRi(H。,Ht)(on} is bounded uniformly in t. • 
， Jm 
(4>2,20) Lemma 
M(Ho,Ht) is a non-increasing convex function along the flow • 
Proof: -f Tr((AF-XI)A(AF-Xl))(o^ = -f IAF-XI|' ^  0 • 
dt J^ J过 
2 
= 4 ^IAF-XII' = -2Ref <AF,AF-U> 
=-2Re[^ <AAF,AF-XI> (by (4.1.2)) 
JM 
= 2 [ IIVAFII^  ^  0 • 
Since -A<AF-\I,AF-XI> = 2Re<(-A)AF,AF-XI> 一 2||V(AF-XI)I!^ 
=2Re<(-A)AF,AF-XI> - 2I|V(AF)||^  , 
taking integration, the term on the left side vanishes. • 
(4.2.21) By a simple calculus result: "If a non-increasing convex function 
f(t) of t is bounded below as t ~ > ①，then f，(t) ~ > 0 as t ~ > co ”，We 
have ^ = -f — 0 as t — OO . That is, converges strongly 
dt \ 
in L^ to the zero endomorphism as t ~ > 0. 
(4.2.22) By L^ bound and C^ bound of H^ , we can select subsequence t^ s.t. 
Ht.~> H① in norm to a continuous metric H①• As L^ is weakly compact, 
replacing t^ by subsequence if necessary, we may assume H^.—^ H① weakly in 
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hi • Therefore, H① e L^ • Using Rellich's lemma, we can also assume H ^ . > ！！① 
in Li Vp. Hence, 
-(AH^.)H；^ - XI = AFH^.-XI ^ AFR①->J weakly in l/ Vp. 
Together with (4.2.21), we get AFH^-XI = 0 • 
(4.2.23) Smoothness of H①：AFR①=XI means ①)H^ ^” = XI 
A((5 冊①)+ 八((aH ① ) ① ) H i ” = XI 
AHo^ = A(OHo,)H;^aHo,)) - XHoo •••(>：). 
(Actually, we should consider partition of unity {p^} subordinate to the open 
trivialization of E, over which H① is regarded as a Hermitian matrix, and 
the above equation is written as A(piH①)，etc.) 
Then L【bound of H①，Vp 
今 L【_i bound of A((aHo,)H"^aHo,)) 一 xn^，Vp 
今 L L I bound of ！！①,Vp (by (x) and the ellipticity of A). 
But Hco € hi (see (4.2.22)), hence H① e L^ , Vp and Vk • By Sobolev，s lemma, 
H① is smooth, which means H① is the sought-after Einstein-Hermitian metric. 
Remark: 
1) The proof presented here follows Siu [21] which is an adaptation of 
Donaldson's (extended) proof in 1987 [7]» They differ essentially in their 
choice of a priori estimates. Donaldson's proof used estimation on the 
Laplacian of the logarithm of the maximum eigenvalue of the Hermitian metric, 
whereas the estimate AlogTrh was employed here. 
2) Proposition (4.2.10) is the key to the induction argument. We cannot get 
directly the l/-bound of LogTrh on M but is obtained through the 
corresponding bound for the case of an Einstein-Hermitian metric. In fact, 
this proof does not make explicit use of the notion of stability, which is 
suppressed in the theorem by Mehta & Ramanathan. 
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APPENDIX 
I. A Vanishing theorem of Bochner type and its consequences 
Lemma 1«1 
If ^ is a holomorphic section of an Hermitian vector bundle (E,H), then 
= H(D，6D，0 - H(F(0,0， 
where D is the Hermitian connection, F is the curvature. 
Write in local coordinates,::巧J) = E H!了•吞？ 一 E Hii^Fj^p^'? • 
Proof: = = -D”D，HU，0 (since H(芒，芒）is a function) 
=-D”H(D，5,5) = -H(D"D，⑵ + H(D，5，D，0. 
(by definition of Hermitian metric) 
— Since D"D，芒 二 D"D，芒 + D，D"芒 二 D D芒 = F⑷， t h e result follows. • 
Definition 1.2 
Let g = ^ g^-dz^Odz^ be a Hermitian metric on M, 
let k5 = E a n d K谓 = J： H戊 
Then, K : (Kj) : AF， 
and K = (K ) defines the mean curvature Hermitian form of (E,H,M,g) by 
K(5,r]) = 2 ？ for ? = ^ f s , and rj = I • 
Lemma 1.3 
Taking trace of lemma 1 w.r.t g, we obtain the Weitzenbock formula: 
2 
y 3 H ( 明 二 IID'^ II^  - ， 
L 6 azoc- azp 
where IID'^ ll' = ^ H i 】 〜 ? . 
Together with the Hopf maximum principle which states that 
” let U be a domain in R®. Let f, g'^ (l^iJ^m) be C① real functions on U 
‘ 
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s.t. the matrix (g'') is symmetric and positive definite everywhere on U. If 
Uf\ zzV ir^ j 8 f + y pi ^ 0 on U and f has a relative maximum in the 
、J -乙 ax'ax-' L ax" 
interior of U, then f is a constant function", 
we have the following vanishing theorem of Bochner type: 
Theorem 1»4 
Let (E,H) > (M,g) be a Hermitian vector bundle over a compact Hermitian 
manifold. Let D be the Hermitian connection and F the curvature. Let K be the 
mean curvature defined in definition 1.2 . 
a) If K is negative semi-definite everywhere on M, then every holomorphic 
八 
section ^ of E are parallel, i.e. D芒=0，and satisfies = 0. 
b) If K is negative semi-definite everywhere on M and negative definite at 
some point of M, then E admits no non-zero holomorphic section. 
Proof: a) Let f : H(5，5) and A its maximum value on M (always exists as M is 
compact). f"'(A) = { x G M : f(x) 二 A } is closed. Let x。e M s.t. f(x。）= A 
and U is a coordinate neighbourhood around XQ • By lemma 1.3 , 
K ^ 0 implies L(f) = E g«P = IID，芒l|2 - ^ 0. 
By Hopf maximum principle, f 二 A in U and so r ^ A ) is open. 
A 
Hence f = A on M which implies L(f) = 0 and hence D，5 : 0 and K(e，5) 二 0. 
Since \ is holomorphic, D,芒=0 means D^ = 0 and the result follows, 
b) Suppose ^ is a holomorphic section of E, not everywhere zero, then it 
never vanishes on M since it is parallel by a) ； but = 0 which is a 
contradiction. • 
Let el”••，be local orthogonal coframe field on M so that o) = i 二 e® A e®. 
Of 一 曰 
Recall deg(E) : [ In general, for a (l,l)-form « = iZ a巧 o'^ A $ , 
« A C/^i = i a^- )(/ . 
“ If 5 is a holomorphic section of E, multiplying lemma 1.3 by we get 
A oTi = 1 (iiD,口|2 一 c/ . 
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• 以 一 
For an Hermitian line bundle F, we have C i ( F , H ) =六 S F。吞日 A 0 , 
hence Ci(F,H)aw"-'= ^ H F^-
Therefore i (IID'^llV - 2n7r!l5l!^ Ci{F,H)Aa)''"^ ). Integrating 
both side, we gets 0 = f IID'^llV - 2rmllell^cieg(F), hence we have 
Theorem 1*5 
1) If deg(F) < 0, then F admits no non-zero holomorphic section, 
2) If deg(F) 二 0, then every holomorphic section of F has no zeros unless it 
vanishes identically. 
11. Uhlenbeck*s results on connections with L^ bounds on curvature 
To prove proposition (3.1.4), we consider the local problem of choosing a 
good gauge, which is first solved by K.Uhlenbeck [22] in 1982. 
We look at the case of the open unit ball B in df and assume that we have a 
smooth connection A for the trivial holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle 
E=Bx(E^, whose curvature F has norm less than a fixed small positive 
number k. A gauge is a local unitary basis of E. By a good gauge (the Coulumb 
gauge) we mean a smooth basis of the vector bundle E so that : 
* 窣 
i) the connection w.r.t. the smooth basis satisfied d A = 0, here d is the 
formal adjoint of the operator d. 
ii) A vanishes at the normal direction at every point of the boundary, 
lemma 2»1 
A good gauge always exists for the trivial bundle E > B (i.e., the local 
existence of a good gauge for any holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle). 
Proof: We first fix the exponential gauge by taking a unitary frame and 
integrate along radial lines by parallel transport. With respect to this 
particular gauge the connection A becomes a matrix valued 1-form, We pull 
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back A by the dilation map x~tx (O~t~l) and thereby get a path of 
connections At joining A (when t=l) and the trivial connection (when t=O) 
such that i) the L 2m norm on B of the curvature F ~ of At is no more than 
the L 2m norm of curvature FA of A on the ball of radius t, and ii) 
At{boundary normal of B) = O. 
We are going to use the method of continuity to choose a gauge given by the 
unitary frame St (where O~t~l and St is also considered to be the unitary 
matrix expressing the gauge w.r.t. the exponential gauge) so that the new 
,., 
unitary connections At satisfies d*At = 0 and At(boundary normal) = o. 
,., 
Also, we require IIAt llL2m ~ ck for some universal constant c to be specified 1 
below. 
Closedness: Suppose for t < t. we have 
,., 
* i) d At = 0 , 
) -1 ii dAt - AtAAt = St F St 
iii) At(boundary normal) = 0 • 
The first two equations form a non-linear overdetermined elliptic system for 
which the Neumann boundary condition iii) is elliptic. Since St is unitary, 
,., '" ,., ,.., ,.., 2 
we have by ii), 11 At ilL 2m ~ c'( IIFIIL 2m + IIAtAAtll L 2m) ~ c' k + c 11 At ilL 4m ,but 1 




and other similar constants introduced later are universal constants. 
,., ,.., 2 ,., 22 ,.., 2 
Hence, IIAt ll L2m ~ c' k + cc" IIAtll L 2m ~ c' k + cc"c k • When c'+cc"c k < c, we 1 1 
get sup 11 At ilL m < ck. Thus it suffices to choose c = 2c' and k < 1/(4c'~c"). 
t 1 
Since (dSt)s~l + St~S~l = At , we have IIstll L 2m ~ c' because 11 At 11 L 2. ~ ck and 2 1 
At is smooth in the space variable as well as the variable t. Hence for any 
small positive £ we can select a subsequence tu ~ t. from the left so that 
Stv converges in Li~£ to some St. which is in Lim. Define At. by 
( ) -1 -1 ,., dst * St.* +st*Atst * and we have closedness, because by Fatou's lemma IIAt .II L 2m 1 
is dominated by the supremum of IIAt ll L2m for t< t- . 1 
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Openness: Suppose we have a solution s^^ for some 0让*<1. Let s^ = St^t and 
• Consider the equation d^ldS^S^Vs^A^s；^) = 0 near 
t=:t^  . At t = t：, the solution is S = I. The self-adjoint linearization at 
t=t术 is Hs = d本d“ + <ds,At> - <At,ds> which is injective by Sobolev 
� 
estimates. By implicit function theorem, we get solution s^ for t 
sufficiently close to t,. Let s^ = s ^ ^ s ^， w e have solution s^ for 
d* (ds^sl^+s^A^sl^) = 0. • 
We are going to piece together the above local result and sketch the proof of 
(3.1.4) which states that： 
Proposition (3»1»4) 
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over a compact Riemann surface (i.e., 
m=l>, suppose A^ is a sequence of unitary hi connections with 11?(八1)11乙2 
bounded.Then there is a subsequence {i，} [ {i} and hi gauge transformation 
2 
Ui, s.t. Ui，(Ai,) converges weakly in L^ • 
Proof: For a coordinate change z = eC, ^ have F^(z)dzAdz : • 
So, L^ norm of F on {1^1 < D w.r.t. C = £ x l/ norm of F on {Izl < 1} 
w.r.t. z. Hence, M can be covered by a finite number of unit coordinate disks 
U . s.t. l/ (and hence l/) norm of F^. on each U^ w.r.t. the coordinates of U^ 
t) 1 
is less than the universal constant k. By lemma 2.1, for the case m = 1, we 
have a good gauge for each A;J)over Uj with hi bound. 
On U^nU^，let with entries g ^ U M ^ denotes the unitary rxr matrix-
valued function which relates the unitary frame fields and e紫，on U^ 
and U , respectively, by the equation e ; 左 ) = j ' ^ ^ a ^ i p ^ 。 n UjnU尤. I t 
follows that d g i U M = A!j)gi(j,尤）- gi(j乂)A(心 and by the repeated 
application of the Sobolev estimate that the global L? norm of gi(jM on 
UjDU^ is bounded. 
> Since hi and h] are weakly compact, by going into a subsequence {i，} if 
necessary, we can assume that A(i” converges weakly in hi to some A^。）and 
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gi,(j，尤）converges weakly in L^ to some g①(j，尤)• 
Because hl{U) 9 C°(M) is a compact embedding, 、 i n 
C^u^nU^) and so the transition functions defines a continuous 
vector bundle E^ which is topologically the same as E. Since each gco(j乂）is 
unitary at every point, we have a Hermitian metric along the fibres of E^ . 
The connection A^') for E① is compactible with this Hermitian metric. Using 
gco(j’«，s to patch u p 4)j)，s w e get a global L^ connection ‘ on M and w e can 
2 
then show that > A^D weakly in L! • • 
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